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Abstract

The Back Seat Driver is a computer navigation assistant for drivers in a city. It
differs from earlier navigation programs by using speech, rather than graphics, to
give instructions. The advantages of speech are that the driver's eyes are left free
for driving and that the spoken directions contain information not easily portrayed
in pictures. The program talks about the features of the road in the same way the
driver sees them, giving the impression that the program is actually is in the car.

Driving instructions are modeled after those given by people. The two issues
for spoken directions are what to say (content) and when to say it (timing). The
content of the instructions tells the driver what to do and where to do it. The
program has a large taxonomy of intersection types, and chooses verbs to indicate
the kind of intersection and the way of moving through it. The instructions refer
to landmarks and timing to tell the driver when to act.

Timing is critical because speech is transient. Drivers hear instructions just in
time to take the required action, and thus need not remember the instruction or

ffort looking for the place to act. The program also gives instructions in
auvance, if time allows, and the driver may request additional instructions at any
time. If the driver makes a mistake the program describes the mistake. without
casting blame, then finds a new route from the current location.

Street map data bases for navigation programs must distinguish between phys-
ical connectivity (how pieces of pavement connect) and legal connectivity (whether
one can legally drive onto a physically connected piece of pavement). Legal con-
nectivity is essential for route finding, and physical connectivity for describing the
route. The database must also contain all landmark information, since the program
has no "eyes".



The Back Seat Driver is an actual working prototype. It has successfully guided
drivers unfamiliar with Cambridge to their destinations. Although much work
remains, it is easy to foresee a practical implementation in the future.

Thesis Supervisor: Nicholas P. Negroponte
Title: Professor of Media Technology
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Chapter 1

Overview

This thesis is about the design and construction of a machine that does some-

thing difficult and useful in a new way. The machine's purpose is help people find

their way by car from one place to another within a city, a task which is clearly

useful and also worth improvement. A study done for the United States Federal

Highway Administration estimated that 45 billion dollars are wasted each year in

the U.S. because of ineffective routing, from causes including being lost, stuck in

traffic, or choosing bad routes[1]. The machine discussed here is called the Back

Seat Driver1 . The Back Seat Driver is a computer program which uses synthetic

speech to give instructions to the driver of a car as needed while driving. The Back

Seat Driver differs from previous navigation assistance programs by using speech

to give directions 2, instead of drawing a map or displaying symbols.

My two concerns are to determine the best form and content for spoken instruc-

tions, and to determine what information a program requires in its map to find

routes and provide excellent instructions. My approach towards both questions is

'The usual sense of this term is an unwanted critic of one's driving skills. This is not what I
intend.

2Although there are reports of earlier navigation systems using speech, none are described in
the literature.



empirical. The initial design of the program was based on a short study of natural

direction giving. This initial design was the "initial conditions" for an iterative

process of design, testing with drivers, and revision. When the design was wrong,

drivers complained, or just got lost, and I changed the design until they stopped

complaining. This thesis describes the design that emerged from this process.

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part, Natural Directions,

describes the strategies and styles than people use when giving directions. The

second part, Implementation, describes the program. Chapter 3 describes the

map database. The next chapter tells how the Back Seat Driver decides what

to say and when to say it. This is the key to the entire thesis. Chapter 5 tells

about the other things the program does (such as read mail), and how it decides

which task to work on at a given time. Chapter 6 tells how the Back Seat Driver

evaluates routes when searching for the best one. The final part, Conclusion,

describes related work, then tells how the Back Seat Driver might be improved

and suggests directions for future research.

Three appendices provide background material and certain details of the imple-

mentation. The first two set out the technologies and concepts used in this program

and in vehicle navigation in general. Depending on what you know already, you

may have to read one or both of these section before reading earlier sections. The

third appendix describes data communications using cellular telephones.

Why speech?

The first issue in design of a vehicle navigation system is the choice of modality

for giving instructions. Two channels seem possible: vision and hearing3 . Given

the technical ability to display a map on the dashboard, or to display directional

3We could also consider the haptic channel. This is how people tell horses which way to go.
It is unlikely to be popular with users, however.



arrows on the windshield, or the ability to synthesize speech, which should we

choose?

Previous in-car navigation systems have used the visual channel to give navi-

gation information. The Back Seat Driver uses speech because there are reasons

not to use vision, and some advantages to speech.

Much work has been devoted to developing systems that display the vehicle's

position on a map in the car (or at a dispatching facility). When combined with

the ability to display a route (or at least the relative or absolute position of the

destination), such displays can be used for navigation. One argument against such

displays is that they require that the driver look at them while driving, and this

makes driving less safe. Although drivers can spare some visual attention while

driving along straight roads[88], it is not as clear that they can afford to look at

the map while turning, yet it is just while turning that drivers are most in need of

navigation information. Visual displays are most easily used when they are least

needed.

A second argument against the use of maps is that many people have difficulty

finding and following routes on paper maps[81]. That is, they are not "map liter-

ate". Information presented on maps will simply be unintelligible to such people.

Paper maps do not really qualify as navigation assistance, since they do not show

the driver's current position, though they may show the route.

An experiment comparing navigation aids was conducted by Streeter [82], who

compared the performance of drivers under three different conditions. One set of

drivers received customized paper maps with the route to be driven highlighted

in red. A second set of drivers heard spoken instructions from a tape player that

permitted them to play the next or previous instruction. Drivers using the maps

took longer to arrive than those who had verbal instructions. They also made

more errors and drove further. This can be explained by the extra effort required

to consult the paper map. The third set of drivers got both navigational aids.



Surprisingly, drivers with both sources of information did worse than those using

only voice, though better than those with a map only.

Neither navigation aid in the Streeter experiment included information about

the current position. Both required the driver to determine when to carry out the

instruction and to decide whether the instruction was correctly executed. That is,

the driver could play an instruction as often as she liked, but had to decide for

herself when to advance to the next instruction. The experiment did not compare

voice to either an electronic map (indicating current position as well as route) or

directional symbols (indicating which way to go). For this reason, the experiment

does not directly answer the question about choice of modality. It is, at best,

suggestive.

One advantage of speech is that the driver's eyes are left free for driving. In

addition, speech uses words, and can therefore refer to past and future actions and

objects not yet seen. This is hard to do with symbolic displays or maps.

On the other hand, speech has some problems as well. Speech is transient.

The driver must remember what the program said, and the program must be

prepared to repeat itself on demand. A second consequence of the ephemeral

nature of speech is that the driver has no evidence of the program's operation

except when it speaks. In a period of long silence, the driver may fear that the

program has failed4 . The program must do extra work to keep the driver confident

in its continued operation. This turns out to be beneficial. Some of the remarks

the program makes have little to do with route following per se, but rather are

descriptions of the immediate vicinity of the road. When these are uttered at the

right time, the driver gets a very strong sense that the program is seeing the world

in the same way she does, and this is very reassuring.

The arguments here against maps and for speech convinced me that the Back

4Programs - especially prototypes - are not as reliable as, say, telephones. No one worries
that a silent phone may be broken. A program silent for too long, though, is cause for concern.



Seat Driver should speak its directions. The next section tells how people speak

their directions.



Part I

Natural Directions



Chapter 2

Human Direction Giving

My investigations began by studying how people give directions when they are

passengers in the car. The intent was to discover common patterns in the directions

that could be duplicated by the Back Seat Driver. The number of subjects (six)

was far too small to justify any general conclusions about direction giving, but

that was not the intention. I studied human direction giving to get a starting

point for the design of the Back Seat Driver, not an ending point. I built the Back

Seat Driver through an iterative process of design, test, and modification which

converged to the system described in this thesis. All I needed was a good first

approximation, and a sense of the kinds of variation in direction giving style, and

for this I think six subjects was sufficient.

Procedure

My six subjects told me how to drive to destinations of their choosing while

riding in the car. All were experienced drivers. The subjects actually wanted to



go to their destination, so they had an incentive to give good directions. (They

did not all provide the best routes, but route finding was not a subject of this

investigation.) Most, but not all, of their utterances were spontaneous. In some

cases I asked questions - "What now?" or "How long will I be on this road?". Our

conversations were recorded on a cassette recorder in the car. All talk relevant

to the route was transcribed, but most personal conversation was not transcribed.

The transcriptions- included approximate position of the car, as determined from

memory. A sample transcription appears at the end of this chapter.

There are limits to the usefulness of this method. By its very nature, there is

no way to control for the route or the destination. No two trips led to the same

destination, though several had common beginnings. I assume that there is nothing

special about the routes, so I can generalize. The usefulness of this data depends

upon the assumption that the subjects were competent to give instructions and

that the instructions were in the same form that subjects would have wanted to

hear, had they been the driver. There is certainly some doubt about this point. We

could do better than to emulate subjects who hesitated, gave misleading directions,

or simply pointed'. Another limitation is that the transcriptions show position only

coarsely, and velocity not at all, so they can not be used to answer questions of

timing.

Overview

My understanding of driving instructions comes from treating driving as deci-

sion making. I think of the driver as constantly aiming the car at a moving target,

a patch of pavement some few yards ahead. The driver is making a new decision

several times a second. Some of these decisions involve choosing the next street to

go along. When following instructions, at each point of decision one of two con-

'In fact, some navigation systems do no more than point in the right direction.



ditions must apply: either the instructions must say explicitly what to do, or the

driver and instruction-giver must mutually believe that the thing to do is obvious

and does not need to be said. This is by far the more common condition. It is only

at an intersection that there is any meaningful choice, and even there there is a

presumption that drivers will continue forward. Giving instructions should be the

exception, not the rule. The traditional "back seat driver" - the annoying critic,

not the program I built - bothers the driver by giving frequent warnings about

conditions the driver is perfectly aware of, acting as if the driver had no common

sense.

Navigators must give the driver the information she needs at the time she needs

it. At the most basic level, this information consists of instructions. Instructions

concern what to do and when (or where) to do it. People also provide advice

which concerns unseen conditions ahead that the instruction giver can anticipate

based on experience. The driver can ignore advice, but it may then be harder

to follow the instructions. There is also orientation information, describing the

surroundings, and placing the route in a larger image of the city. Instructions are

essential; advice helpful; and orientation optional. Although I think orientation

is important for future investigation, I do not address it in this study of natural

direction giving.

2.1 Instructions

In the instructions I recorded, people used many different verbs to describe

motion through intersections. I believe that people choose particular verbs to help

describe the shape of the intersection and the kind of movement through it. One

object of this study is to identify the reasons people prefer one verb to another,
and the syntactic constructions in which verbs are employed. In addition to the

kind of motion, instructions must also specify the direction of motion. This they



do either with the words "left" and "right" or by naming landmarks in the desired

direction, or both.

Now let us examine some of the verbs people use.

2.1.1 Verbs

People use a variety of verbs to describe motion through the streets. Table 2.1

lists the ten most common verbs used in directions, in descending order of frequency

in my data.

verb count verb count
take 35 turn 4
bear 22 follow 4
go 22 make 3
keep 13 get 3
stay 8 continue 2

Table 2.1: Verbs in descending order of frequency

On what grounds do people choose one verb over another? It would be naive

to expect to find a single meaning for each verb. The verb "go" is used in several

different contexts - "go straight" and "keep going" and "go right". There is al-

most no situation where the verb "go" is not used. Fortunately, some other verbs

have more restrictive contexts. In this study, I concentrate on the more specific

verbs, to the exclusion of the more "generic" ones, on the grounds that automated

directions should use the most specific verb that is still correct. The goal is not

to reproduce natural speech, with all its complexity. I am not trying to simulate

human behavior, I am trying to impart information concisely.

The verb "take" designates a turn. To turn is to change heading by more than

(about) 45 degrees, at an intersection where there are always at least two possible



ways to go (though not necessarily both legal). There are two sizes of turns, "hard"

turns (more than 90 degrees) and ordinary turns. After a turn, the car is on a

"different" street than it was before.

Although the data does not show when two streets are the "same" and when

they are "different", it does let us rule out some possible definitions. For instance,

it is clear that change of name alone is not sufficient to make a street "different".

There are plenty of streets that "change names" at an intersection. For example, if

one drives up Ames Street from the Media Laboratory, and crosses Main Street in

Kendall Square, the street name changes to Sixth Street. Certainly no one would

call this a "turn", and nobody would say they were on a different street, either.

Other examples are Hampshire Street in Cambridge, which is called Beacon Street

in Somerville; and the O'Brien Highway in Cambridge, which is the McGrath

Highway in Somerville (and which, by the way, I have never heard called anything

other than McGrath). Aside from these counter-examples, name change can not

possibly be the criteria for "different", because many drivers do not even know the

names of the streets2

Change of heading is also not sufficient to make a turn. Near MIT there is an

intersection where Fulkerson Street "turns" into Binney Street. An illustration of

this place appears in figure 2-1. A driver proceeding up Fulkerson from Main has

no choice about which way to go because the street is divided to prevent her from

either continuing up Fulkerson or turning left onto Binney. Nobody calls this a

turn, even though both angle and name change. Instead, the road seems to be

just curving around to the right. This intersection is, in a way, a pun on the word

"turn", which, in the phrase "Fulkerson turns into Binney", means "becomes". On

the other hand, near Harvard Square there is a place where Appleton Street makes

a right hand turn, and the subject whose route passed through this intersection

described it as a turn, though the name was the same.

2But it will turn out that that the program does have to use names as part of its concept of
"different", for reasons explained later.



Figure 2-1: Fulkerson turns into Binney

A necessary feature for a "turn" is that there be choice about which way to go,

even if the other choice is illegal.

The usual syntactic form for "take" is "take a DIRECTION", where DIRECTION

is either "left" or "right". Other verbs with the same meaning as "take", but used

less often, are "make", "hang", and "turn". The first two have exactly the same

syntax as "take".

To "bear" is to make a lesser change of heading than a turn. After bearing, one

may or may not be on a different road. The most common construction is "bear

DIRECTION", with variant forms "bear to the DIRECTION" and "bear off to the

DIRECTION". In order to "bear" the change in heading must be small and there

must also be at least one other road which also requires only a small change in

heading. Nobody used the word "bear" to describe the move from Albany Street

to Main Street (a change of about 30 degrees). So using the word "bear" not only

tells the driver how much turning will be required, it tells something about how

the intersection will look. There is an exception. In one case, a subject used the

word "bear" to describe motion when there was no choice at all, saying "bear left

as the road goes around".



The main use of "keep" is to continue forward motion on the same street3 .

When subjects used "keep" at forks, it was always to select the straighter of the

two alternatives. Verbs "stay" and "continue" were similar.

2.1.2 Direction

Verbs tell about the kind of motion. Other words tell the direction of the

motion. In almost all cases, it is sufficient to say either "left" or "right". In some

cases, there will be more than one street on the same side, and some other tactic

is required.

One is to name a landmark that lies in that direction, e.g. "you bear to the left

here and go under the bridge" or "straight to where those lights are.". This tactic

can also be used when there is no ambiguity, and has the advantage that it also

works for people who confuse left and right. In addition, combining a landmark

with a direction name ("Go left towards the blinking lights.") adds redundancy

to the instructions, thus making them easier to follow. Redundancy is a feature

worth incorporating in the Back Seat Driver.

Other approaches to ambiguity are less successful. One subject tried to specify

the street using "clock face" terms, where 12 o'clock is straight ahead, 3 o'clock is

right, and 9 o'clock is left: "bear to the left about ten o clock" but when this did

not work, he simply pointed. Another ordered the streets by amount of turning:

"Now here you want to bear left. Not all the way left but straight to where those

lights are". Note that this specification of directions also uses a landmark.

3This surprised me. In my own speech it is synonymous with "bear".



2.2 Distance and Time

In addition to knowing what to do, the driver must know where (or when) to

do it. Notably absent from the directions are units of distance. Subjects could

have given instructions by saying "Drive 310 yards, then ... ", but did not. When

subjects did give distances, they used qualitative terms like "in a while", "up

ahead", "soon", or "not too long after ... ". This is not simply because subjects

are ignorant of the distances. When I asked them how long we would remain on

the current road, most answered with units of either miles or minutes, and the

answers were reasonably accurate. Subjects did have some idea of distance, but

instead chose other means to tell the driver when to act.

The most common strategy is to give the instruction immediately before the

action, just early enough that the driver has time to slow down for the turn4

Instructions given immediately often include a reference to "here" or "right here"

as the place to act.

I think that subjects use this form in part because they are not able to formulate

the instruction until they are actually at the place of choice. In Benjamin Kuipers'

model of navigation ([46, 47], and discussed in 8.5) the earliest form of route

knowledge is a "felt path" where a route is a sequence of pairs of scene description

and action. The navigator can not give the next instruction until actually at the

place described. Suggestive evidence for this account is that some drivers broke up

instructions into two parts, first telling how to get to the next choice point, and

then giving the next instruction only when at the point, as shown in this excerpt

from a transcription.

4This is an assumption, not a fact. I did not measure the relationship between vehicle speed,
distance to the intersection, and the time when the passengers spoke. Nor do I have evidence
that passengers could reliably estimate these quantities. The subjects had all driven for at least
five years. It would be instructive to hear the instructions given by those who have never driven.

5The transcription conventions are explained at length below. Briefly, punctuation represents
features of spoken delivery, not grammatical form, so sentences do not generally end with periods.



Just keep going until () I think it's until the next major intersection

at least it's the next light anyway

Take a left at the light

Further evidence is that subjects sometimes changed their instructions when ap-

proaching the intersection:

Now we're gonna pass Harvard Ave and it's gonna be the next (no)

maybe we're gonna turn onto Harvard Ave come to think of it gonna

turn right () on Harvard

To make sense of this, assume that people are giving instructions according to

a deficient mental map. When they see the actual intersection, they are able to

recall the correct instructions.

Subjects who do have an accurate mental map can give the instruction at the

earliest moment when it is unambiguous, that is, when the turn is the next turn,

no matter how far away it is. They can also count ahead, and express the distance

in units of blocks, turns, or lights. ("take the second right"). This gives the driver

plenty of notice without requiring much extra work. But such a count can be

ambiguous if some of the objects counted are uncertain instances of the category.

A small alley or a blinking light might or might not be included in the count.

Either for this reason, or lack of knowledge, subjects did not make much use of

counting.

One place where it is useful to give distance by a measure is in going around

rotaries. In the one case where a route included a rotary, the subject said "You're

gonna go around three quarters of the way and head across the bridge". In a

rotary, the only appropriate units are those of angular distance, since there may

not be signs, and the exits come up quickly.

Second, the empty parenthesis "()" represents a brief pause.



2.2.1 Landmarks

Subjects can tell the driver when to act by naming a landmark at the place of

action. Perhaps the best example of use of landmarks is in an instruction for the

turn from Massachusetts Avenue onto Back Street, just after crossing the Harvard

Bridge into Back Bay, Boston:

At the very end of the bridge here there's um a v- hard right which is

h- very hard to see uh you want to take it umm it's like right beyond

one of those jersey barriers you want to go in there behind this building

where this taxi is coming out

This instruction includes four separate descriptions of the position of the street

("end of the bridge", "beyond the barriers", "behind this building", and "where

this taxi is"); a description of the relative angle of the turn ("hard right") and a

description of the street itself ("hard to see"), which may also warn the driver to

devote extra effort to finding it'. It is not clear why the subject mentioned the

angle of the turn, since there is only one right turn at that place, unless it was

either to warn the driver to go extra slowly (for the sharp turn) or because it is

hard to see.

One commonly used landmark is the name of the street. Street names make

up about one quarter of all landmarks. A street name is not a good clue for when

to turn, because signs are hard to see, even in the day light, even when they are

present and pointing in the right direction. Nevertheless, drivers do use them. A

possible alternative reason for providing a name is to help the driver learn about

the city.

Other, equally commonly used landmarks are traffic lights and stop signs.

6 Note also the use of "very" and "right" to mean "immediate".



These are especially useful because the driver is actively looking for them any-

way, simply from a desire to avoid accidents.

Notably absent are "famous" landmarks. It is possible to name directions with

reference to features such as those named by Kevin Lynch[50] in his classic book

The Image of the City. These features include widely visible landmarks, nodes

(major concentrations of flow or activity), and districts (visually distinct areas

within the city). Some subjects did name prominent cultural and geographical

features along the route, but only as background, not to tell me when to turn.

The landmarks that people did use are what Lynch calls "local landmarks", having

meaning only in an immediate context.

2.2.2 Advance Notice

Instructions for an act can be given more than once. One subject gave instruc-

tions twice, first in a general form well in advance of the action ("So we're gonna

be following Commonwealth for a while and in maybe a mile it bears off to the

left and we'll follow it to the left.") and then again at the time of execution: ("it

bears left here").

Advance instructions may refer to the same landmark more than once. The way

that people talk about a landmark depends upon its proximity. Subjects indicate

the distance to a landmark implicitly by how they refer to it. While approaching

an intersection, the landmarks may not be visible (in this case, the traffic lights

are around a curve).

There's a set of lights right up here (gonna go) straight through them

and bear to the right

The subject uses an indefinite article since the objects are not visible. (Note

also that two instructions are combined into one utterance.) After going straight



through the lights, the next landmarks are now visible in the distance:

Bear right at that gas station and blinking lights

The subject uses a distal deictic ("that"). Later, when close to the lights, he used

a proximal deictic ("these"):

at these flashing lights you'll bear right

2.3 Advice

Cooperative subjects give extra information to make following the route faster

and safer. Lane advice tells the driver which lane to drive in, when driving on a

road with more than one lane. Lane advice can be expressed as positive ("get in

the left lane" or "stay in the left lane") to prepare for a turn which can only be

made from the selected lane, or as a negative ("make sure you don't get caught

too firmly in the left lane") to avoid a lane blocked by traffic waiting to turn or by

parked cars, or reserved for turns.

Other advice includes warnings about speed traps (clearly a service that the

Back Seat Driver should also provide) and about foolish pedestrians (desirable,

but difficult to automate). Other advice is possible. For a discussion of advice

about traffic conditions, see chapter 7.

2.4 Style and Packaging

The information that navigators supply includes instructions, advice, and ori-

entation. Above these three kinds of information is a level of style.



People gave instructions in several different ways. Most used simple imperative

sentences ("Take a right", "Keep going") while a few used future tense, either

second person ("You're gonna take a right") or first plural ("We're gonna turn

right"). Still others used an indirect style, talking about the driver's "wants"

("You're gonna wanna take a right"). I think this style is more polite, by speaking

as if the goal of getting some place belonged to the driver, not the instruction

giver, that is, it's not that the instruction giver is giving orders so as to get to her

destination, it's that the instruction giver is providing the driver with information

that the driver needs. This style was often combined with a description of the road

("The road forks up ahead."), which justified the choice.

Subjects were fairly consistent in style, but I have no idea why they preferred

one form to another. I believe that stylistic choices have more to do with inter-

personal relations than with the essentials of direction giving, and interpersonal

factors are not accessible through the method of investigation employed in this stu-

idy. It is essential to this method that people complain about what they dislike.

People will complain if instructions are wrong, or even unclear, but they might

not complain if they dislike the interpersonal message they think they are getting.

(Communication on that level is rarely explicit.) Moreover, I do not believe that

my subjects took the computer as a "person", so there were no interpersonal fac-

tors. In the section on "mistakes" I describe one way that the Back Seat Driver

tries to adopt a gentle style with drivers.

2.5 Silence

We should also consider what is not said. At most intersections the driver

has a choice of directions, yet we do not find subjects giving instructions at every

intersection. This can only mean that subjects assumed that there was a unique

choice that was obvious, and that this choice was also obvious to the driver. This



follows from H. P. Grice's maxim of QUANTITY[28]: "Do not make your contribu-

tion more informative than is required." Cooperative speakers speak only when

required. If a subject is silent, the thing to do must be obvious. Unfortunately, the

inverse is not true. That a subject spoke is not evidence that the action described

was not obvious. Some subjects give explicit instructions at places where there is

no choice whatsoever for example, on one-way streets. Speaking might also serve

to reassure the driver of the subject's attention and competence. When we find

some subjects speaking, where others are silent, we can guess that the act was not

wholly obvious, but we cannot be sure.

The obvious thing is usually to stay on the same road. This may be less obvious

wheii staying on the road requires crossing a bigger road, since subjects sometimes

spoke in this situation ("Go straight through the lights"). This follows from the

usual pattern for cross-town routes: to go from local streets to progressively larger

streets (collectors, then arterials), and then back again to small streets when near

the destination. Subjects might want to override a presumption of turning onto

the first collector encountered.

At some forks, one branch is the obvious next branch. An example is the

connection between Memorial Drive, Brookline Street, and the Boston University

Bridge. The right branch (going either up or down the Charles River) leads to

a rotary from which one may turn onto Brookline Street or the bridge. The left

branch leads up and over the rotary. Most (not all) of those whose routes stayed

on Memorial Drive passed through this fork without comment. The left branch

is the obvious place to go because it has two lanes and is more straight. An

example of a fork without an obvious branch is the connection between Memorial

Drive and Massachusetts Avenue, near MIT. Here the left branch leads underneath

Massachusetts Avenue, and the right branch forces a turn. Even though the left

branch is wider than the right, it is not obvious, perhaps because it departs at

a steeper angle than the right branch does. Subjects always were explicit about



which branch to take.

2.6 Example Instructions

Here is one of the transcriptions, and a map showing the route. I have adapted

the notation system of Gail Jefferson [72]. This notation system is specialized for

study of interaction between speakers. Words are spelled the way they sound, not

the way they would be written, so, e.g. "going to" is written as "gonna", when

so pronounced. The notation is explained in table 2.2. I have chosen to capitalize

proper nouns to make the account easier to read.

symbol
curly braces

single parenthesi
double parenthes
left bracket
colon

meaning
indicate location
hesitation or cut-off speech
the driver is speaking
the passenger is speaking
an untimed pause

s enclose uncertain words
is vocal style or non-vocal sound

marks simultaneous speech
marks extended length syllable

Table 2.2: Notation system for transcriptions

This route goes from the parking garage at 12 Albany Street, Cambridge, to a

garage at Glenville Terrace in Allston.

{at 12 Albany}

1 R: and at the stop sign take a right on Main

{on Main Street}

2 R: and you'll keep going straight

3 R: this is Tech Square

4 L: mhhmm

5 R: MIT AI Lab is to your left and behind you



6 L: hmm

7 R: so keep going straight past Ames Street

8 R: dont hit the pedestrians

9 L: ((in silly voice)) We want to die::

10 R: (keep) going straight

11 R: merge here I believe with Broadway

12 Go straight at the stop sign

13 and then you're going to take a right on Memorial

14 (at the) sign that says Memorial Drive West

{on Memorial}

15 you can see uh that you're driving right along the river and

16 Boston is on the other side on the left

17 L: mhmm

18 L: what part of Cambridge are we in

19 R: we're in Kendall Square 0 area 0

20 and basically we're passing by the uh passing by MIT the long way

21 much of it is right on Memorial Drive

22 L: mhmm

23 L: how long will I be on this street

24 R: oh about another () mile mile and a half

25 L: ((unclear))

{approaching Massachusetts Avenue fork}

26 R: you bear to the left here and go under the bridge

27 under the overpass I guess

28 L: uhhuh

((noise of tires on pavement))

29 R: down the ways a bit we're gonna cross over the river to our left

30 umm cross a bridge called the B U Bridge

31 but you have to bear off to the right and circle around



32 R: you're gonna want to get into your right lane

33 R: and you're gonna bear off () to the right here 0

34 where it says route 2 ()

35 and this is a traffic circle

36 you're gonna go around three quarters of the way

37 and head across the bridge

38 R: stay in the right lane here cause you're gonna take a right

39 L: uh huh

40 R: so we're leaving Cambridge and going into Boston now

41 and uh Boston University is right around here

42 right along the river

43 L: mhmm

44 R: and we'll be driving past () some of BUs buildings

45 R: you're gonna take the first right here on Commonwealth () Ave

46 R: so we're gonna be following Commonwealth () for a while

47 an:d in maybe a mile it bears off to the left

48 and we'll we'll follow it to the left

{Commonwealth and Babcock}

49 R: might need to get into the left lane for this uh bearing left

50 ()

51 in fact it bears left here

52 ()

53 middle or left lane

54 R: So I guess a good thing to remember for the directions here

55 is you follow the Green line around (when) you bear left

56 R: now we're gonna pass Harvard Ave

57 and its gonna be the next

58 (no) maybe we're gonna turn onto Harvard Ave

59 come to think of it



60 gonna turn right () on Harvard

61 an:d that it be coming up right here?

62 yes its the first right then after you bear left

{Commonwealth and Harvard 6:01}

63 R: okay now we're gonna turn right on the first street

64 which I believe is (glenough)

65 and this is our destination ()

66 towards the end of the street

67 L: here's Glenville on the left

[
68 R: Glen- Glenville

69 L: This street here?

70 R: yes

71 L: Glenville Terrace

72 R: Glenville Terrace



Figure 2-2: Map for sample route

40



Part II

Implementation of the Back Seat

Driver



Chapter 3

Cartography

Every navigation system requires a street map. The Back Seat Driver's map

originated as a DIME (Dual Independent Map Encoding) file, a map format in-

vented by the US Census Bureau for the 1980 census. Although DIME maps are a

useful beginning for navigation, there are problems inherent in the structure which

make them unsuited for route finding and route description. One aim of the re-

search here is to determine what information must be in a map database used for

these purposes.

The first section of this chapter describes the DIME map format. The second

section shows why DIME is not sufficient for route finding or route description. The

third section describes the extensions to the map required for the Back Seat Driver,

and the final section compares these extensions with those in other navigation

systems.

3.1 DIME format

An important point, sometimes overlooked because it seems obvious, is that the



map should be a vector representation, not a raster picture. One reason is economy

of storage: the vector representation takes far less room. But the main reason is

that only a vector representation is suitable for programmed manipulation. The

mathematical basis for route finding is graph theory, not tracing lines on a picture.

Even when the intended application is simply to show a picture, the vector repre-

sentation allows a program to display the map at a variety of scales, detail, and

orientation, to highlight significant information and remove unimportant features.

The basic unit of the DIME file is the segment. A segment is a portion of a

street (or other linear feature such as a railroad, property line, or shoreline) chosen

to be small enough that it is a straight line and has no intersection with any other

segment except at its endpoints. The two endpoints are designated FROM and TO. If

the segment is a street segment (as opposed to, say, a railroad) and has addresses

on it, then the FROM endpoint is the one with the lowest address. Otherwise, the

endpoint labels are chosen arbitrarily. A segment has two sides, left and right. The

sides are chosen with respect to travel from the FROM endpoint to the TO endpoint.

Attributes of a segment include:

* its name (40 characters)

* its "type" (a one to four character abbreviation such as "ST")

* longitude and latitude of the endpoints

* ZIP code for each side

* addresses for each endpoint and each side

* list of segments connected at each endpoint

A program using DIME can find the location of an address along the segment

by interpolating the addresses between the low and high addresses for the two

endpoints.



3.2 The limits of DIME

The form and content of a map database depend upon the purpose for which

you intend to use it. The DIME file was invented to allow the Census Bureau to

determine the proper census tract for any given address in the USA, and for no

other purpose. The DIME file is well suited to determining the absolute position

of a building from its street address. But the DIME database is not sufficient for

route finding, and it only marginal for generating route descriptions. The problems

with DIME fall into two categories:

3.2.1 The model of connection is deficient

The DIME file indicates that two segments are physically connected (that is,

they touch), but not whether they are legally connected (i.e. it is legal to travel

from one to the other). Legal connectivity is crucial for route finding, unless we

only want to go to jail or the hospital. It must be explicit. Legal connectivity does

not replace physical connectivity. Only legal connectivity is needed for route find-

ing, but route description requires information about physical connections as well.

Physical connectivity also affects route finding directly when seeking the simplest

route, since ease of description is determined in part by physical connectivity.

The DIME file is a planar graph. This means that no two segments can cross

except at an intersection, so there is no way to correctly represent, say, an overpass.

The DIME format represents an overpass by "breaking" both streets at the point

where they cross, and creating a fictitious intersection even though the segments

do not touch in reality. These false intersections are particularly troublesome since

DIME does not represent legal connectivity, so it appears possible and legal for a

car to jump straight up and turn onto the overpass.



3.2.2 Position resolution is inadequate

Coordinates in DIME are stored in ten thousandths of a degree. This means

that the position of an endpoint in the map differs from the true position by as

much as 6.5 meters in latitude (north/south) and 5 meters in longitude at the

latitude of Boston. (The size of a degree of longitude depends upon latitude,

since longitude lines converge at the poles.) This inherent position error causes

problems because it introduces error in length and in heading. See figure 3-1 for

an illustration. Here, the points A and B could have been located anywhere within

e B B
S0 0 0

e A * A 0

The true heading
The true position of of AB is uncertain
A could be anywhere by about 35 degrees
in this box.

Figure 3-1: Position roundoff makes headings uncertain

the boxes surrounding them. Depending where A and B really are, the heading

of line AB changes by almost 90 degrees. Figure 3-2 shows how the accuracy in

heading decreases as segments become shorter.

Uncertainty in heading causes uncertainty in the angle between two segments.

A straight street can appear to wobble if it is made of many short segments. See

for instance Pleasant Street in figure 3-3. The dots in this figure are the possible

coordinate locations. Pleasant Street lies in between two columns, so it wobbles

back and forth.
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Figure 3-2: Short segments have less angular resolution

Segment wobble causes problems for the route finder, makes it hard to generate

correct descriptions, and interferes with position determination. A straight road

that "wobbles" will appear to be slower than one that does not because cars must

slow down for turns. The Back Seat Driver corrects for this by assuming that the

angle between two streets is the smallest possible value. This means it sometimes

overestimates the speed it can travel through an intersection. Uncertainty in the

angle of segments at an intersection also makes it difficult to describe the intersec-

)n correctly. After all, the difference between going straight and turning is "just

a matter of degree". As a result, the Back Seat Driver sometimes uses the verb

"bear" where "turn" would be more appropriate, because it underestimates the

angle of the intersection. Segment wobble also interferes with navigation because

it makes it difficult to compare compass headings with the heading of a street.

3.2.3 The forthcoming TIGER format is better, but not

enough

The Census Bureau, in cooperation with the United States Geological Survey,



Figure 3-3: Coordinate rounding makes streets seem to wobble

has designed a new map format known as TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geo-

graphic Encoding and Referencing). This format has several improvements from

the DIME format[79, 52, 421. The map format is structured to permit automated

consistency checking, so it should be more reliable[13, 54]. TIGER coordinates

have two more decimal places of precision (bringing accuracy to something like

four inches), and the segment representation includes "curve vectors" so that a

segment need no longer be a straight line. Two dimensional areas are explicitly

represented as closed polygons, which will make it much easier to tell whether a

route crosses a river. The database includes point landmarks (fire towers, churches,

schools) and "Key Geographic Locations" (mostly commercial buildings)[53] and

this will make it easier to find locations and give directions. But the TIGER file is

still a planar graph and has only physical connections, so it will not be sufficient for

route finding. TIGER maps will be an important component of future navigation

programs because they are more up to date and more accurate, but will still be

insufficient. Those who wish to use TIGER files will have to obtain and represent

connectivity information in some other way.



3.3 A better map

Implementing the Back Seat Driver required me to extend the map format.

Each extension described here is used in one or more ways by the Back Seat

Driver. Since I have not yet described all the features of the Back Seat Driver in

detail, it may not be clear why certain extensions were required. I ask the reader's

patience if certain decisions seem unmotivated.

3.3.1 Legal connectivity

The most significant addition is an explicit representation of legal connectivity.

This is crucial for finding routes. At each endpoint of the segment is a list of all

segments which are legally accessible from that endpoint. This list allows the route

finder to consider only legal paths. Although this change is easy to implement, it

does not seem to have been included in any other navigation system.

3.4 Additional segment attributes

The DIME file records a small amount of information about the segment. I

found it useful to add additional attributes to the segment to make better descrip-

tions. These new attributes are:

e street quality

9 divided roads

e signs

* other landmarks

* traffic lights



e stop signs

9 lane information

* speed limit

The first four were added for Direction Assistance, the remainder for the Back Seat

Driver.

3.4.1 Quality combines size and speed of a segment

The street quality is a number from 1 ("super") to 4 ("bad") which combines

the ease of locating and following the street and the expected rate of travel along

it. Super streets are the access highways (e.g. the Massachusetts Turnpike, and

most of Storrow Drive, but not Memorial Drive). Figure 3-4 shows the network

of super streets. In general, the "super" streets are well known, though perhaps

not by their correct name. The "bad" streets may also be well known, to local

residents, but not by name. (For instance, see "Back Street" on page 31.) The

street quality attribute affects the route finder and the route describer. The route

finder ordinarily prefers the street of highest quality. The route describer uses the

quality of a street in several ways, described below.

3.4.2 Expanded street classifications

It is useful to have a richer taxonomy of street types than that provided by

DIME. There are five categories of streets: ordinary, rotary, access ramp,

underpass, tunnel, and bridge. There are also four categories of non-streets:

railroad, water, alley and walkway.

A rotary (or roundabout, or traffic circle) is a kind of intersection in the form

of a one way circular road (figure 3-5). Traffic enters and exits the rotary on lines



Figure 3-4: The "super" streets of Boston

more or less tangent to the circle. Rotaries are efficient, since traffic can move

continuously instead of alternating; and safer than ordinary intersections, since all

traffic is moving the same direction, with a low relative velocity. On the other

hand, rotaries require more space, and can be somewhat confusing. The Back Seat

Driver needs an explicit indication of whether a segment is part of a rotary, since

it would be too difficult to guess from the map geometry.

An access ramp is a nameless piece of road that leads to or away from another

street. The prototypical access ramp is the highway entrance or exit, but access

ramps can also link interchanges between ordinary streets. Access ramps are almost

always one-way streets, and they have no address numbers. It is important to

distinguish access ramps because they must be described differently than ordinary

streets.

The classes underpass, tunnel, and bridge have obvious meanings. They are

helpful in route descriptions because the driver is very likely to notice these fea-

tures; and in forming names, since bridges and tunnels have singular names (the

Harvard Bridge, the Sumner Tunnel).



Rotary as drawn by Metropolitan District Commission and as DIME file.

Figure 3-5: A rotary
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Figure 3-6: Access ramps at an interchange

3.4.3 Divided Roads

A divided road is one with a physical barrier preventing traffic from crossing

the center line. Direction Assistance uses this attribute to avoid U Turns (Back

Seat Driver only makes U Turns if there is no other alternative). The significance

to the Back Seat Driver is that a divided road is safer than an undivided road.

The route planner does not at present take this into account, but the module that

gives warnings (page 90) does use it.

3.4.4 Landmarks help directions

It is very desirable to use landmarks in giving directions. Landmarks may be

fixed in one place or they may move (e.g. "follow that car"). The Back Seat Driver

can only use landmarks fixed permanently in place, since it has no eyes. This also

means that it can only use landmarks when it can be sure that the driver can

see them. This precludes the use of distant landmarks (e.g. a tall building at a



distance) because it can not tell whether such a landmark is visible at any given

place.

The most useful landmarks are traffic lights. There are two kinds of lights, three

way ("stop") lights and blinking lights. Traffic lights are stored independently for

each endpoint of each segment, since the presence of a light at one segment of an

intersection does not imply that all others do.

Signs are another class of landmarks. These are especially useful on highways,

where exits have both a number and a name. Highway signs are designed to be

visible under all conditions and at great distances, so they are reliable landmarks.

A sign or exit number is stored as a connection cue, which is a text string that

gives a cue for moving from one segment to another. Every cue has a type which

tells the kind of cue, e.g. sign or exit-number. There may be more than one

connection cue for a given pair of segments, but there is never more than one of

a type. A problem with this representation is that the information in the sign is

stored as unstructured text. It is important that the Back Seat Driver understand

what the sign says, not simply utter the words. There are two reasons for this.

First, the Back Seat Driver's internal representation for text is based on syntactic

structure, not text strings. Second, the objects mentioned in the signs (cities and

roads) should be entered into the discourse model. They should become salient

for future reference. This means that the text of a sign must be parsed, so that

e.g. the sign text "Cambridge, Somerville, and Storrow Drive" should become a

conjunction of the two cities "Cambridge" and "Somerville" and the street named

"Storrow Drive". The Back Seat Driver parses sign text by separating it into tokens

delimited by commas and the word "and", then attempts to recognize objects on

the map (street names, cities, neighborhoods) from these tokens. When recognition

fails, the token is not entered into the discourse model. When parsing fails, the

spoken output has incorrect grammar.



Buildings are a third class of landmarks. The two types of buildings used at

present are toll booths and gas stations. Toll booths and gas stations are stored

in two different ways. Toll booths were added to the map database for Direction

Assistance and are stored as connection cues. This is a bad representation for

buildings for the same reasons that it is bad for signs, but is used for historical

reasons. Gas stations are stored in the Yellow Pages file (page 88). This is better,

but costly, as it requires searching the file for gas stations. A better approach

would be to index gas stations (and other buildings) by street, as is used in TIGER

(page 46).

3.4.5 Lane information

Roads often have more than one lane. Selecting the proper lane can make travel

faster, and it may even be mandatory, since certain turns may only be possible

from some lanes. For both directions on the segment is recorded the number of

lanes and whether one or more lanes is reserved for turn restrictions - either

left turn only or right turn only.

3.4.6 DIME files need correction

As distributed by the Census Bureau, the DIME file for Boston has many errors.

Errors arise from imprecise surveying, inconsistent coding, clerical errors in data

entry, and changes since the survey date. The map is especially bad for access

ramps, which often have gross errors in angle, or are missing altogether. This is

probably because the map makers had little incentive to be accurate with roads

where no one lived, because there are no census data to be taken there.

Names are often inconsistent, either because of spelling errors or because a

portion of the name is omitted (e.g. "North" in "North Beacon Street".) To use



the Boston DIME file required reexamining ithe entire area in person. For the

most part, this required no more than an hour for each square mile. More time

was required for complicated intersections which had the kind of anonymous roads

so poorly surveyed in the DIME maps. To enter these, I would make a sketch

map on the spot, then enter the changes using a graphical editor. This allowed for

reasonably quick data entry, but was not very accurate, since I used only my eyes

to measure distance and angle.

I had edited much of the map earlier for Direction Assistance, but I also found

that the Back Seat Driver requires more accuracy than Direction Assistance be-

cause the Back Seat Driver needs accurate positions to deliver messages at the right

time. Also, people following written directions (as in Direction Assistance) rely

more on their own intelligence to figure out when to act. If there is a discrepancy

between the instructions and the world, they look around to try to understand it

and correct it. But users of the Back Seat Driver just do what the machine tells

them to do.

3.5 Other maps

Those who have built other automotive navigation systems have also found it

necessary to add features to their maps. Here I describe features beyond those

present in DIME.

Neukircher [58] describes the features of the map used in the EVA system.

This map has better position information than DIME. Points are stored in three

dimensions and are accurate to 2.5 meters. Road segments are straight lines,

chosen so that a new segment begins at either an intersection or when the change

in direction exceeds 30 degrees, or when the distance from the center line exceeds 5

meters. Additional attributes of the roads include height and weight restrictions,



location of magnetic anomalies, warnings, landmarks, special objects useful in

descriptions (e.g. underpasses), layout of complex intersections, and signs. The

map has two levels of detail[65]. The coarse level is used for route finding, and

the fine level has more detailed information for position finding. Route finding

information includes two values for expected speed (one for normal conditions and

a second for times of high density), the expected wait time at segment endpoints,

and areas where children are likely to be playing.

The University of Calgary AVL-2000 system uses a -map that originated as

a Canadian government Area Master File. This format, similar to DIME, also

required extensive augmentation[33]. Link (segment) attributes include distance,

expected travel time, safety, scenic value, tolls, "impedience value" [sic], one way

limitations, banned turns, road type (over- and under-pass, traffic circles, clover

leaf), presence of meridians (divided?), and restricted areas. Harris describes as a

"special problem" those "source or destination points which correspond to a street

addresses [sic] which do not have a unique node identifier". Either their map

representation cannot interpolate addresses along segments, or the route finder

is restricted to finding routes to nodes only. Harris also mentions auxiliary road

information including landmarks, points of interest, emergency services, commer-

cial establishments, weather conditions, traffic flow, and road characteristics, and

stresses the importance of being able to update the map database over a commu-

nications link while driving.

Most systems have expanded the classification of streets. The ETAK map

classification is:

* Interstate highway

e Semi-limited Access Roads and State Highways

e Arterial

* Collector



" Light Duty Roads

* Alleys or Unpaved Roads

" High Speed Ramps

" Low Speed Ramps

This is a richer taxonomy than that of the Back Seat Driver, and is essential to

ETAK because of its significance in choosing which roads to display (lesser roads

axe suppressed at larger scales to control detail) and in which colors to display

them. The Back Seat Driver could also benefit from such a taxonomy. The EVA

system has a two level taxonomy:

* rural

- motorways and federal highways with separate directional lanes and
without intersections

- federal highways

- roads wider than six meters

- roads four to six meters wide

- others

* urban

- divided

- through

- main

- side

- restricted

These maps have some questionable design decisions on the representation of

legal restrictions. The ETAK map has no legal topology at all. It is not intended

for route finding. The EVA map apparently encodes restrictions on turning by

signs, rather than directly in the network. The Calgary map represents legal

topology (one ways, banned turns) as a link attribute instead of in the network



topology. It may be that the street network represents only physical topology, with

the assumption that legal topology will be equivalent to physical topology unless

specially indicated. The Back Seat Driver appears to be unique in maintaining

separate but equal representations for physical and legal topology. These two

topologies should be integrated because legal topology is needed for route finding,

and physical topology for route description.

Some other navigation systems attempt to give warnings about hazardous con-

ditions. In those systems (EVA, Calgary) the hazards (about slope, width, or

curves) are encoded explicitly into the map. It is unclear how "safety" (in the

Calgary map) is represented, or whether it should be explicitly represented. A

system which can compute safety from other attributes (traffic flow, slope, width)

will be more general than one which relies on stored data. On the other hand, if

safety is based on external information (accident statistics) then it belongs in the

database.

3.6 Improvements are still needed

The Back Seat Driver's map, advanced as it is, could still be extended. Both

route finder and descriptions would benefit from a more powerful map database.

Desirable enhancements include:

* Time dependent legal connectivity. Sometimes a given turn will be

prohibited only at certain hours of the day, typically rush hour. At present,

Back Seat Driver must record such turns as always prohibited. This results in

less than optimal routes. In Cambridge, Memorial Drive is closed on Sundays

during the summer to create a large play space. The Back Seat Driver map

representation has no way to record such arbitrary, yet predictable changes.

In general, the Back Seat Driver needs the ability to change legal connectivity



dynamically, since a street can be closed suddenly because of an accident or

weather. This is more than just a database issue, so I discuss it in Chapter 8.

e Expected rate of travel. Rate of travel is at present taken to be a function

of street "quality". This is probably a mistake. Although there is a correla-

tion, travel rate should be a separate, explicit segment attribute. One reason

is that travel rate, unlike quality, changes during the day. For example, the

Central Artery in Boston is a "super" street, but is also very slow during rush

hour. Either the Back Seat Driver should have a model of traffic flow like

that of an experienced driver (i.e. it should know what "rush hour" means),

or it should have some means of getting real time traffic conditions, perhaps

broadcast by a central reporting agency. I discuss this further in Chapter 8,
since I see it as more of a planning issue than a database issue.

* Turn resistance. Some turns, though legal, are also difficult to make (e.g.

turning left across a large traffic flow at an intersection without a traffic

light). The route finder should avoid these turns if possible. To an extent,

the difficulty of a turn is implicit in the quality of the participaang street

segments, but an explicit model might prove useful. The TAXI! driving

simulator[12] has the concept of turn resistance, which is a number from one

to ten specifying the difficulty of making a given turn. This concept should

be adopted.

* Lane restrictions. Some lanes or streets are restricted to certain kinds of

traffic (car pools, no commercial vehicles). Including this information would

make the Back Seat Driver useful for more kinds of traffic. An important

subclass is height restrictions, since some underpasses are so low that

tall vehicles will not fit under them. (The Memorial Drive underpass under

Massachusetts Avenue is an infamous example. See figure 3-7.) The route

finder should not attempt to send tall vehicles to their doom1 .

I assume that the route finder knows about the height, weight, etc. of the vehicle in which
it is installed.



Figure 3-7: When trucks ignore height restrictions

" Traffic light information. At some lights it is permitted to make a right

turn at a red light after a full stop. Right turns here will be no slower than

right turns at a stop sign, so the route finder should prefer such intersections

to those that do not permit it. Also, traffic lights have differing cycle lengths.

" Altitude. Points on street maps should be three dimensional. Route de-

scriptions would be better given knowledge of the underlying topography

("Go up the hill, and take a left"). Stopping distance is affected by slope, so

instructions must be given sooner when traveling down a hill. Slope affects

safety. The route finder should avoid steep slopes in snowy weather. Knowl-

edge of altitude provides a constraint for GPS position determination, Given

exact knowledge of altitude, three satellites suffice for determining horizon-

tal position. Less exact knowledge might still be useful. Finally, distance



between points will be more accurate when change in altitude is considered.

" At grade or not. Roads designed for high speed may be more level than

the underlying topography. They may be elevated or they may be depressed.

A road which is not at grade will not have the slope of the land beneath it.

" Local knowledge is a catch-all term for facts about the road which can not

be predicted from the map. These are facts about how people and institutions

acts on or near the road; e.g. that a speed trap is here, or that this road is

one of the first ones plowed after a snow storm.

3.6.1 Summary

A street map used for route finding must include a representation for legal con-

nectivity. This is essential. To find the fastest routes, the map should also include

features that affect speed of travel, including street quality, speed limit, traffic

lights and stop signs. To generate directions, the map should include landmarks

such as traffic lights and buildings, and additional descriptive information about

the street segments, including street type, number of lanes, turn restrictions, street

quality, and speed limit. The Back Seat Driver map includes all of these.

It would also be desirable to include other features, such as time dependent

legal connectivity, and expected rate of travel along streets and across intersec-

tions. Positions should be stored in three dimensions, not two, and with sufficient

accuracy that the headings of segments can be accurately determined from the

map. These features should be added in future work.



Chapter 4

Descriptions

The two key issues in describing a route are deciding what to say and deciding

when to say it. There is a tradeoff between these two factors. At one extreme are

directions given completely in advance, with no control over when the driver reads

them. A directions of this kind might be "Go half a mile, then take a left onto

Mulberry Street". A driver following such an instruction must use the odometer

to estimate distance or look for a street sign. The instruction itself does not say

when to act. On the other extreme are instructions which rely totally on timing

for success. Such an instruction might be: "Turn left now.".

The more the Back Seat Driver uses timing, the less the workload on the driver.

Where possible, instructions should use timing as much as possible, and contain

only as much description as necessary. The limiting factor is the accuracy of the

information the Back Seat Driver has about position. For instance, consider a

turn to the right where there are two roads to the right, one a sharper turn. If the

Back Seat Driver has sufficient directional resolution to tell which way the car is

facing (and if the map is correct) it can designate the correct road as the driver

is turning. If the driver is headed the wrong way it can say "no, the other one".



The current Back Seat Driver does not have this kind of information, so it must

describe the turn, saying either "a sharp right" or "an easy right".

The Back Seat Driver tries to minimize the driver's workload. It does not rely

on the driver to measure distances. This is just as well, since many drivers do not

even know what an odometer is. More important, the driver has a lot more to do

than keep track of distance and heading - namely keeping the car on the road and

avoiding collisions, not to mention listening to the radio, talking to someone, or

just thinking. Minimizing the driver's workload means telling the driver when to

act, not just what to do.

The next section tells how the Back Seat Driver forms its descriptions. The

basic process is to look ahead at the route and decide what action the driver

must take to follow it, then form sentences that tell the driver about these actions,

uttering them at the appropriate times. Following sections take up some additional

issues, namely giving appropriate advice while following the route, and handling

mistakes when the driver does not follow the instructions.

4.1 Classifying movement

To the Back Seat Driver, a route is a sequence of street segments leading from

the origin to the destination. Each connection from one segment to another is con-

sidered an "intersection", even if there is only one next segment at the intersection.

At any moment, the car will be on one of the segments of the route, approaching

an intersection. The task of the Back Seat Driver is to say whatever is necessary

to get the driver to go from the current segment, across the intersection, to the

next segment of the route. Most often, nothing need be said. But at other times,

the Back Seat Driverwill need to give an instruction.



Instructions must use terms familiar to the driver. An example is what to say

at a fork in the road. Considering only topology, there is no difference between a

fork and a turn, but it would be confusing to call a fork a turn.

Figure 4-1: T, fork, and exit all have same topology

The difference is geometry - the angle between the two segments. Likewise

the difference between a fork and a highway exit is not a matter of geometry, but

requires knowing that the exit is an access ramp.

The Back Seat Driver has a taxonomy of ten intersection types. An intersection

type is called an act because the important thing about an intersection is what

action the driver takes to get across it. The Back Seat Driver is implemented with

an object oriented programming methodology, so for each act there is an "expert"

capable of recognizing and describing the act.

The Back Seat Driver generates speech by consulting these experts. At any

moment, there will be exactly one expert in charge of telling the driver what to

do. To select this expert, the Back Seat Driver asks each expert in turn to decide

whether it applies to the intersection. The experts are consulted in a fixed order,

the most specific ones first. The first expert to claim responsibility is selected.

This expert then has the responsibility of deciding what (if anything) to say.

Each act has a recognition predicate. A predicate can consider topology,

geometry, the types of street involved, or any other factor. The predicate also



decides whether the move is obvious, that is, the driver can be trusted to do it

without being explicitly told to do so. Actions that are obvious are not described.

If the next action is obvious, the Back Seat Driver looks ahead along the route

until it finds one which is not obvious. There will always be at least one, because

stopping at the end is never obvious.

The actions are:

e CONTINUE

e FORCED-TURN

e TURN-AROUND

* ENTER

* EXIT

* ONTO-ROTARY

9 EXIT-ROTARY

* FORK

* TURN

* STOP

4.2 Definitions of actions

A CONTINUE is a place where the driver stays on the "same" road. Almost

always, a continue is obvious. This act is the first on the list to catch to cases

where nothing should be said. The continuation of a street depends on the type

of street:

9 from a rotary, it is the next rotary segment.



" from an access ramp, if there is exactly one next segment, that is the con-

tinuation, otherwise there is no obvious next segment.

* otherwise, it is the one segment that requires no more than 30 degrees of angle

change (if there is exactly one, and if it is not a rotary) or the one segment

with the same name (if there is exactly one). The reason for comparing names

is not because the driver is aware of the name, but because the designer who

named the street was. The assumption is that if two segments have the same

name, they are the same street, and that is why they have the same name.

This "sameness" is presumably reflected in details not captured by the map,

for example continuity of painted centerline. There are many places in the

area where the obvious "straight" continuation of a segment is at an angle

as great as 45 degrees, but it would not be right to call this a turn.

In almost all cases, to continue is the "obvious" thing to do. However, some

drivers asked for explicit instructions before continuing across an intersection with

another, larger street. This makes sense, since a common pattern for routes is to

start on local roads, move onto larger roads (collectors and arterials), and then

back again to local roads near the end. Drivers who ask for confirmation at major

intersections are noticing that they have come to a major choice point.

In general, it would be wrong to expect to find a single universal definition for

obviousness. The Back Seat Driver has a limited ability to be adjusted to suit the

idiosyncrasies of the driver. This ability is in the form of a simple user model,

which is a set of parameters about a particular user. For instance, one parameter

specifies whether the user needs confirmation when crossing a major intersection.

The user model can only be adjusted by a programmer, not by the user, and not

by the system itself, either. A major topic for further work is to learn how a

system like the Back Seat Driver can learn for itself the user's preferences and

desires. Despite its simplicity, the user model makes the Back Seat Driver more

comfortable for its drivers.



A FORCED TURN is an intersection where there is only one next street segment

where the road bends more than 10 degrees. Even though there is no decision to

make at a forced turn, it is useful to mention because it strengthens the driver's

sense that the Back Seat Driver really knows about the road conditions. (It may

be helpful to think of "obvious" as meaning "worth mentioning". It is worth

mentioning a bend in the road, even though it is also obvious that one stays on

the road.) The natural directions collected at the start of this study also included

examples of "forced turns". A forced turn is not worth mentioning if both segments

are part of a bridge, a tunnel, or an access ramp, or if the angle is less than 20

degrees. The intent here is to estimate whether the driver can see the continuation.

The TURN AROUND action is recognized when the heading of the car is the

opposite of what it should be. Recall that a route is a sequence of segments and

endpoints. At all times the car will be on one of the segments in the sequence. If

the car's orientation is not the same as the endpoint in the path, then the driver

must turn around. Note that the route finder only calls for a U Turn if there is no

other way (e.g. when facing into a dead-end street).

The next four actions depend heavily on the street type and street quality in

order to be recognized correctly. This must be emphasized because these features

are not always present in digital street maps, yet without them, these acts can

not be identified. (One could imagine attempting to infer the presence of a rotary

from the geometry of streets in a map. It seems very difficult.)

To ENTER is to move onto a super street (or an access ramp that leads even-

tually to a super street) from an ordinary street, but not from a super street or

an earlier access ramp. Similarly, to EXIT is to move from a "super" quality street

onto a street with lesser quality that is either an access ramp or has a different

name. The extra condition is needed because some "super" roads are not uniformly

"super": for instance, the McGrath Highway in Somerville is a limited access road

in places, but has stoplights at other places. It would not be right to call the



change in quality an "exit". The name criterion does not apply to access ramps

because their.names have no significance.

To go ONTO a ROTARY is just to move from a segment that is not a rotary onto

a segment that is, and to EXIT a ROTARY is to do the reverse. Again, this is an

act which can be correctly described only if the street map database includes an

explicit marking of streets as rotaries.

At a FORK, there must be at least two alternatives, all within a narrow angle,

and none of the branches must be the obvious next segment - that is, the branches

must all be more or less equal. Either all the alternatives must be access ramps,

or none of them must be. One branch is "obvious" if it is the only branch with the

same level of quality, or if it is markedly straighter than the others, or if it is the

only one with the same number of lanes, provided that all of these clues agree. If

one branch is stronger than the others, the intersection is not a FORK. It is either

a CONTINUE or a TURN.

The STOP action is recognized when the car is on the destination segment.

Finally, a TURN is anything not handled by one of the above cases.

The greatest weakness of this approach is that the classification predicates are

sensitive to small changes in the angles between segments. It is not likely that peo-

ple use absolute numbers (e.g. 10 degrees) as cut-off values for their determination

of how to describe an intersection. More likely, different classifications compete.

Still more important, people making classifications will use visual cues, not just

facts from the map.

By classifying an act, the Back Seat Driver selects an "expert" to describe it.

The driver needs to know what to do, and when to do it. The next section tells how

the experts decide what to say to convey this information. A general concern, not

limited to any particular area, is to give the driver the impression that the program

is actually present in the car, and sees the road in the same way the driver does.

As will be seen, this concern has consequences in several different places.



4.3 What to.do

Each action has a description function to generate a description of the action.

The description function takes inputs specifying the size of the description (brief

or long), the tense (past, present, or future), and the reference position. A short

description is the minimum necessary for the act. It is typically an imperative

(e.g. "Bear left."). A long description includes other facts about the action, an

expression indicating the distance or time until the act is to be performed, and

possibly information about the next act, if it is close. The reference position is a

position (along the route) from which the action is to be described.

To motivate this discussion, here's a sample of the description of the left turn

from Fulkerson Street to Main Street in Kendall Square, Cambridge (as seen in

figure 4-2):

Get in the left lane because you're going to take a left at the next set

of lights. It's a complicated intersection because there are two streets

on the left. You want the sharper of the two. It's also the better of

them. After the turn, get into the right lane.

This instruction begins with a piece of lane advice, an action to be taken

immediately, then describes an action in the near future. The action is a TURN,

though that word is not used explicitly. It tells the direction of the turn (left) and

specifies a landmark (the lights) that says where the turn is. In many cases, this

would be enough, but here there are two streets on the left, so the instruction goes

on to specify the desired road in two ways (by comparative position and relative

quality). Finally, it concludes with some lane advice to be executed during (or just

after) the act.

This is the most complicated text that the Back Seat Driver has produced.

Remember length and detail are not virtues in giving directions. The Back Seat



Figure 4-2: Map near MIT

Driver produces this long a text only because it has no better means to make the

driver follow the route. If a shorter text would accomplish the same aim, it would

be better.

A brief description consists only of a verb phrase. The verb depends on the type

of act and perhaps on the specifics of the act. For instance, if the turn described

above were at a less sharp angle, the verb phrase would have been "bear right"

rather than "take a right". Besides the verb itself, the verb phrase must say which

way to go. In most cases, the word "left" or "right" is sufficient. Where it is

not, the possibilities are to use a landmark or to describe the turn. A landmark

can be either in the appropriate direction ("towards the underpass") or the other

direction ("away from the river"). Specifying direction with a landmark has the

advantage that some drivers confuse left and right sides, or mishear the words, so it

is a redundant cue. Also, it increases the driver's confidence that the system really

knows what the land looks like. A description of the turn can mention either

quality or the relative angle of the desired road. The angle must be described

qualitatively (more or less "sharp"). It would be more precise to use the angular

distance (e.g. "turn right 83 degrees"), but drivers would not understand it.



Besides telling drivers what to do, the Back Seat Driver must also tell them

when to do it. The Back Seat Driver has two ways to do this. It uses timing

("Take a left here") when the driver has reached the place to act. When the act is

more than a few seconds in the future, it uses a long description, which includes

one or more cues which either describe the place for the act, the features of the

road between the current location and the place, or the distance or time until the

act. The next section describes these.

4.4 When to do it

Good directions tell the driver where or when the next action will be. One way

to do this is by speaking at the moment to act, and this is the subject I discuss

first. But it is also useful to give instructions before the act, if time permits. This

allows time for preparation, if required, permits the driver the hear the instruction

twice, and also spares the driver the need to be constantly alert for a a command

which must be obeyed at once.

4.4.1 Timing

The system gives instructions at the time the act is to be done. This is the

most important time to give instructions. The Back Seat Driver does not assume

that the driver will recognize the place to act (e.g. by seeing a street sign) so

the driver must be told when (or where) to act. The system calculates the place

to begin speaking by finding a distance back from the intersection which is v *

(tspeak + treaction), where tspeak is the time to speak the utterance and treaction is the

driver's reaction time. The time to speak depends on the number of words in the

utterance. (The synthesizer speaks 180 words per minute.) Reaction time is taken

to be two seconds.



The system speaks autonomously, but can also speak on demand. At any time

the driver can push one of two buttons ("what next?" and "what now?") to ask for

instructions immediately. The first button I added was "what next?" which gives

the next instruction immediately. In testing the Back Seat Driver, I found that

drivers hit this button when they were unsure of what to do at the time they hit

it, either because they had come a place where they did not know what to do, even

though the system thought it was obvious, or they were unsure whether they had

come to the place where the system expected them to act. What they really needed

was a "what now?" button. The "what now?" button gives the description for

the very next segment transition, regardless of whether it is obvious. This function

is placed on the "1" button on the cellular phone keypad, so it can be found by

touch while driving.

4.4.2 Cues

A cue gives either a description of the place for the next action, or the distance

or time to it. This description should be so clear that the driver cannot only

recognize the place when it comes, but can also be confident in advance that she

will be able to recognize the place. They must not only be clear, they must also

seem clear[68]. Appelt points out that a description of the place to act must

uniquely specify the place, but it need not be the case that the one who hears

the description know what the place is at the time the instruction is heard. It is

sufficient if the hearer can be sure that there is a plan that will identify the referent

when it becomes visible[5]. Appelt explains the joke where one passenger riding

a bus asks another at which stop she should get off, and gets the reply "one stop

before I do" as a case of description which does uniquely specify a location, but

for which there is no effective plan to locate.



The Back Seat Driver uses a landmark when it can, and otherwise gives a

distance. Landmarks are described in the next section.

A numeric distance is the cue of last resort. Very few natural direction givers

used distances, and almost all of my test drivers complained about difficulty under-

standing distance. The voice directions tested by Streeter[82] included distance,

even though they are not much use, because it could be easily and accurately cal-

culated, and did not hurt. I found that people differed in whether they wanted to

hear distances. Some never wanted to hear them, others wanted them all the time'

and others wanted them only when the distance exceeded a certain threshold. To

allow for these differences, there is a parameter in the user model for the minimum

distance expressed as a number. If the distance is below this, a qualitative phrase

is used, if above, a number is used. The cutoff can be zero, in which case numbers

are always used, or set to an infinite value, in which case they never are.

A cue is expressed either as a full sentence ("Drive to the end of the street, then

...") or a preposed preposition phrase ("At the next set of lights, ... "). Experience

has shown that a cue should not be expressed by a preposition after the verb

("Take a left at the lights.") because some drivers start to take the left as soon

as they hear the word "left". This may be because synthetic speech does not

provide enough intonational cues for the driver to reliably predict the length of the

sentence, leading the driver to act on syntactic information alone, and thus taking

the sentence to be complete as soon as the word "left" is heard.

The description of a road feature depends upon whether or not it is visible. If

it is, it can be referred to with a definite article ("the rotary", "the overpass"). If

not, an indefinite article is used. The program cannot tell whether an entity is

actually visible, so it uses distance as an approximation. If the feature is closer

than one tenth of a mile, it is considered to be visible.

'A subject who played a lot of football had a good sense for distance in yards.



A special case of cues is when the driver is at the place to act. When stopped a

few meters from the intersection, it is wrong to say "Turn at the next lights" even

if it is literally true. In some cases, drivers thought that this meant not the current

set of lights, but some set further on. The Back Seat Driver thinks of itself as being

at at intersection if it is less than thirty yards away, except that if there is a stop

light at the intersection and the car is not moving, then the intersection distance

is fifty yards, since cars might be backed up at such an intersection. When at an

intersection, the Back Seat Driver says "Take a left here". In an earlier version, it

said "now" instead of "here", but this evoked violent protest from drivers waiting

for a traffic light 2 . People rightly resent being told to do something they have good

reason not to do.

4.4.3 Landmarks

Traffic lights are very good landmarks because they are designed to be easily

seen and drivers have an independent reason to watch for them, namely a desire

to avoid accidents. In an earlier version of the Back Seat Driver I used "major

intersection" as a landmark. A "major intersection" is an intersection with a street

whose quality is "good" where there is also a traffic light. I found that drivers

preferred directions that spoke only of the lights, since that is a more precise term.

When referring to a traffic light, if the car is at the intersection for the lights, the

Back Seat Driver uses a proximal deictic ("this" or "these", as opposed the the

distal "that" or "those") to show it means the lights that are here.

Buildings can also be landmarks. The Back Seat Driver has a very small

database of buildings as part of its directory of services. If it finds a building on

2Given that the system knows where it is relative to the intersection, and can make good
guesses about where the light is, perhaps it is possible to build a computer vision system to look
for the traffic light.



the corner, it includes it as a potential landmark; e.g. 'Look for Merit Gas on the

left side."

Other landmarks are features of the road, such as underpasses, bridges, tunnels,

bends in the road, and railroad crossings. It is very hard to miss an underpass,

since the overhead road fills the whole visual field for a time. Large bridges are

likewise unmistakable, but small bridges might not be noticed. A weakness in the

current map is that there is no distinction between the size of bridges. It is not at

all clear that a short bridge over a railroad should be called a bridge, as opposed

to an overpass. Perhaps a new category is needed.

Still another potential landmark is the road coming to an end. This is a land-

mark that is impossible to miss. Some people call such endings "T" turns. The

Back Seat Driver says "Drive all the way to the end, then ... ". A problem with

this landmark is that people can recognize it too soon. Apparently some drivers

take "the end" to mean not "the farthest you can go along this road" but just "the

next intersection".

4.4.4 Street names as landmarks

A street name can be a landmark, but not a good one, unless the driver al-

ready knows the street. (Street names are appropriate for a driver who knows the

street network, but not the route. In such a case, street names are the best kind

of landmark, because they are meaningful miles in advance.) There are several

reasons why street names should not be used. First, the driver may not hear the

name correctly. Second, the driver may hear the name, but not know how to spell

the name after hearing it, so she may not recognize the name in its printed form.

This is especially a problem when the driver is from out of town. If you were told

to turn on "Lemon-stir" street, would you recognize it spelled as "Leoininster"?



Finally, even if the driver knows the spelling, street signs are often missing, turned

around, or invisible due to weather or darkness.

The problem of hearing bears further discussion. Synthetic speech is less intel-

ligible than human speech. This is a problem for everything the Back Seat Driver

says, but the problem is worst in name recognition, because with other parts of

the utterance the driver can use knowledge about the English language to help

in interpreting the utterance. A driver who hears "bear left" as "bir reft" can

probably reconstruct the intended meaning. A similarly distorted name often can

not be repaired. Worse, drivers may not only fail to understand, they may misun-

derstand. One driver misheard the names of several streets, yet was so confident

of the correct hearing that he drove past the turn, despite being told to "take a

right".

Despite all the problems that come with using street name, many drivers ask

for them. To accommodate them, a parameter in the user model controls the use

of names. If set, names are supplied as part of the instruction. When names are

included, they are attached at the end of the instruction ("Take the second left.

It's Elm Street.") rather'than directly ("Take the second left onto Elm Street."),

which hopefully weakens their salience some what, and makes them more of a

confirmatory cue than an essential one.

It can sometimes be difficult to form the proper name for a segment. The

naming of streets is a difficult matter if the street is not an ordinary street. A

bridge, tunnel, or highway should be named as a singular. We say "the Harvard

Bridge" and "the Sumner Tunnel". Access ramps are harder to name, because

they must be described, not named. If the ramp leads to a super highway, it can

be called by the name of the highway. "Drive onto the Massachusetts Turnpike" is

just as good as "Drive onto the ramp for the Massachusetts Turnpike", even if it

is not literally true. If the ramp leads towards an obvious feature (an underpass, a

bridge) it can be elided, and we can just say "drive towards the bridge". Otherwise,



the only possible name is "an access ramp", which is probably not much help, but

at least says that the road has no name.

4.5 Advice

The Back Seat Driver gives advice about how to prepare for actions. There are

two forms of advice, lane advice and speed advice.

Lane advice tells the driver which lane to get into (or stay out of) when appli-

cable. The system gives lane advice as part of the instruction when approaching

an intersection where it matters. The instruction may also include advice about

what lane to be in after the intersection, in preparation for the next act.

Speed advice warns drivers to slow down if they are traveling too fast to safely

negotiate a turn. The limiting factor for angular acceleration is the driver, not

the cornering ability of the car. The average driver will accept no more than .1 G

radial acceleration[57]. Radial acceleration is v2/r where r is the turning radius of

the turn. The Back Seat Driver knows the geometry of the road, so it can predict

the maximum tolerable velocity for the turn. It does not tell the driver about this

speed (it assumes the driver will choose a comfortable speed without being told),

but it does estimate the distance required to decelerate, and it tells the driver to

begin slowing down early enough to do this gently.

4.6 Discourse

In order to generate more fluent text, the Back Seat Driver keeps track of

what has been mentioned. Some instructions are obvious after having been given.

If the system tells the driver to go straight through a set of lights, there is no



reason to repeat the instruction when actually at the lights. This is in contrast

with a turn, where the driver hears advance instructions to know what to do, and

immediate instructions to know when to do it. This can be important, for if the

driver hears "go straight through the lights" twice, she may try to go through two

sets of lights. Indeed, not only is it redundant to say it twice, it is misleading,

because some drivers take this to mean that there is a second set of lights to be

driven past.

To implement this, each instruction is able to determine whether it is obvious

after having been given once. When it is time to speak the instruction, if the

instruction has already been given, and it is obvious once spoken, then it is not

spoken again.

The Back Seat Driver also retains a history of the route. This allows it to gen-

erate cue phrases for the instructions. If the route calls for doing "the same thing"

twice in a row (e.g. two successive rights), the system uses the word "another" to

indicate this doubling. This is important for polite behavior. If I (as a passenger)

give you (as a driver) instructions by just saying, e.g. "Take a right. Take a right.

Take a left. Take a right.", pronouncing each the same, you will judge me to be

rude. My speech is not acknowledging your actions or your history3 . There are

two ways I could acknowledge your work: I can use cue words, and say instead:

"Take a right. Take another right. Now take a left.", or I can use intonation to

indicate that my instructions are all part of a series. In this case, I would use

the so-called "list" contour[49]. The Dectalk speech synthesizer does not support

flexible control of intonation, so cue words are the only possibility.

4.7 Mistakes

If the driver leaves the route the system immediately informs the driver and

'I thank Chris Schmandt for this explanation.



begins to plan a new route. Route planning after a mistake is no different from

any other time, except that the vehicle is more likely to be moving. -Telling the

driver what she did wrong prepares her for hearing new instructions, and perhaps

helps her learn to better interpret the style of language that the Back Seat Driver

uses.

To describe an error, the system looks forward from the last saved position

for the first action, even if obvious. (While the driver is on a route, the system

records her position, so that if a mistake occurs the system can find the place

where the mistake occurred.) This is action that the driver failed to perform. It

utters a description of this action, saying e.g. "Oops, I meant for you to take a

right." This error message is a change from the original message, which was of the

form "You made a mistake. You should have taken a right." The new message

is neutral, because test drivers complained about being blamed. A driver might

leave the route deliberately, or the error could be system's, not the drivers.

An unsolved problem is how to reliably detect when the driver has left the

route. At present, if the driver turns into, say, a gas station, the system will

believe, falsely, that the driver has turned onto some street, because the street

map includes only streets, and not other paved areas such as parking lots and

filling stations. From this false belief, the system will conclude that the driver has

made a mistake. If the street map included more information, the system could

avoid this error.

Sometimes the driver will choose to not follow for good reasons that the Back

Seat Driveris unaware of, perhaps because the road is blocked or because of a

traffic jam'. In the first case, the driver can push a button - the "I Can't Do

It" button - which informs the system that the road is (temporarily) blocked.

The system automatically finds a new route. In the second case, the driver's only

'In the future, we can expect that the Back Seat Driver will be monitor machine-readable
broadcasts to obtain such information, and plan a new route automatically



recourse is to cancel the current trip (by pushing another button), then drive in the

desired direction, and then request a route to the original destination (which she

may easily do by touching a single button). It is essential, though, that the driver

either notify the Back Seat Driver of the impossibility of the requested action or

cancel the trip, because otherwise the system will treat the deviation from the

route as a mistake, and continue to attempt to find a new route, which may very

well lead back through the street the driver is trying to avoid.

4.8 Reassuring

While the driver is following a route, the system adopts a persistent goal of

keeping the user reassured about her progress and the system's reliability. If the

Back Seat Driver were a human, this might be unnecessary, since the driver could

see for herself whether the navigator was awake and attending to the road and

driver. But the driver can not see the Back Seat Driver and so needs some periodic

evidence that the system is still there.

One piece of evidence is the safety warnings the system gives (page 90). But

if all is going well, there will not be any. The system gives two other kinds of

evidence that things are going well. First, when the user completes an action, the

system acknowledges the driver's correct action, saying something like "nice work"

or "good". This feature is very popular with most test drivers. When I turn it

off, most people complain. A few find the choice of words patronizing, but still

want the function. Those who want no confirmation messages can turn them off

by changing the user model.

The second form of evidence is to make insignificant remarks about the roads

nearby, the weather, and so on. If the driver assumes that the navigator is being

cooperative, as set out in Grice's maxims of cooperative conversation [28], then the



driver can infer that everything is going well, for otherwise the navigator would

not speak of trivial matters.



Chapter 5

User and System Goals

The Back Seat Driver is a truly interactive system, by which I mean that both

parties are active all the time. Most "interactive" computer systems are better

called reactive - the machine and the human take turns. A typical reactive system

is the command interpreter for a time shared operating system. While the human

is typing, the computer does nothing except echo typing. It begins to work only

when the human hits the Return key. Then it's the human's turn to wait. While

the machine is working, there there is little the human can do, except to interrupt

a calculation gone awry. Giving driving instructions is an inherently interactive

task because the concept of "turn taking" does not apply. The driver is always in

some kind of action. The driver may be waiting (e.g. for a traffic light to change)

but is never (or should never be) waiting for the system to say what to do. The

task of driving does not divide into discrete steps, with an arbitrary pause between

each step. The driver may choose to stop driving for a time, but if the driver is

driving at all, she's driving all the time. So the machine must be ready to speak

when needed.



5.1 Resource allocation

The Back Seat Driver pursues many goals at once. Its main goal is to get the

driver to some location. This goal requires many actions over an extended time.

Other goals include delivering messages, weather reports, and notifications1 . These

goals can not all be met at once, so it must choose which to pursue at any given

moment. To make this choice properly requires a model of action which accounts

for the time required to perform an action. The only kind of action the Back

Seat Driver takes is talking. Talking takes time, and only has value if completely

performed. Talking is different from, say, drinking a cup of coffee. A partially

drunk cup still has some effect. An incomplete sentence has an effect, too, but

not a useful one. The program should only take an action when it can expect to

complete it.

Since the Back Seat Driver can only say one word at a time, it must choose its

words carefully. At any moment when the Back Seat Driver is not already speaking,

it can either begin saying something, or it can wait. This decision must be made

again and again, at each passing moment. A wrong decision can not be undone.

Words once spoken can not be made unsaid, though the program can stop talking

at any time; more seriously, there is nothing to be done if the program decides at
D

some moment that it should have begun speaking two seconds previously2 . Since

the driver's actions are unpredictable, the program must improvise. Plans can not

be made in advance.

The problem, then, is to allocate resources to goals so that the most important

goals get all the resources they need, while lesser goals get any useful amount

left over. Although the only resource used is speaking time, the method used is

designed to be applicable to goals that use many different kinds of resources.

land someday, reading mail, advertisements, tourist information, and traffic advisories
2 Save perhaps to speak faster, a possibility I do not consider further.



Each goal provides three pieces of information about itself:

9 Is it ready to run - (e.g. is there something that could be said right now

which would help achieve the goal?)

* If so, the resources it will require, and the maximum time it will require each

resource.

* If not, the minimum time until the goal will be ready to run.

Each goal decides for itself whether it is ready to run. The criteria depend upon

the goal. For instance, the goal to deliver electronic mail will only be able to run

if there is some mail to speak. A goal can be certain of whether it is ready to

run, but the latter two measures may be estimates if they depend on the driver's

future actions. For instance, while following a route, the time when the next

instruction will be given depends on the speed of the car. If the driver speeds up,

the time will come sooner, and if the driver makes a mistake, corrective action is

required at once. Given these estimates, and a preassigned priority for each goal,

the program will at each moment authorize at most one goal to run. It does this

by examining each goal in order of decreasing priority. The goal of highest priority

that is ready to run will be allowed to do so, unless there is some other goal of

greater importance which uses a resource used by the lesser goal and, though not

currently ready, expects to begin in less time than the the lesser goal will use in

speaking. (See figure 5-1.) Thus the Back Seat Driver does not start a narrative

it can't finish. Nevertheless, interruptions do sometimes happen when driver does

something unexpected or adds a new goal.

5.2 Architecture

This section discusses the architecture of the goal mechanism.



A (priority 1)
B (priority 2)1

(a) Goal B has time to finish before Goal A starts.

[A

B

(b) Goal B is not allowed to start

Figure 5-1: Resource allocation

The unit of planning in Back Seat Driver is the goal. Every goal has a name

and an importance, which is a number from 1 to 9. Goals may also have any

number of slots, each of which has a name and a value. Slots hold information

about the goal. The unit of execution is the goal function. A goal function is

a module capable of taking action on behalf of a goal. The definition of a goal

function includes the name of the goal it can work for. In theory, there could be

several goal functions relevant to a goal, but at present there is always exactly

one. A goal is mostly a holder for slot information. The actual work is done by

the goal function. In the discussion that follows, the term "goal" is used for both

goals themselves, and goal functions, except where the distinction is important.

The unit of resource allocation is the resource. There is only one resource, the

speech resource.

The system maintains a list of goals. When a goal is added to the list, the

system finds the appropriate goal function and attaches it to the goal. The goal

function can then access the slots of the goal to determine what it needs to do.

The system communicates with goals by message passing. The goal function

protocol includes the resource allocation messages described on page 84 and a



message which allows a goal to run. When a goal runs, it is expected to take one

action, and then return. The system has no way of interrupting a goal function

while it is running, so actions should be quick.

Most goals achieve their aims by speaking. A goal speaks by requesting the

speech resource to send characters to the speech synthesizer. This can be done

fairly quickly, but the synthesizer requires substantial time to finish speaking. This

is why I say that actions take time. During this time, the goal can make no further

progress. The goal must be able to tell when speech is complete, for only then

can it claim to have achieved the desired effect. (I assume that if the speech was

spoken, it was also heard and understood by the driver. If not, the driver will take

some action such as requesting a repeat.) The speech resource retains the identity

of the goal which last spoke. Periodically it polls the synthesizer to determine

whether the speech is complete. When the speech has finished the speech resource

becomes available again. Usually the goal that produced that speech will run a

second time, notice that the speech is complete, and finish its operation.

Goals may interrupt lower priority goals by requesting the speech resource

to interrupt the lower priority goal. Interruption stops the speech synthesizer

immediately. The interrupted goal is informed of the interruption, and can react

as it chooses. There is no way for the goal to know whether any of its words were

actually spoken, so it has to start all over. Most goals attempt to run again as soon

as possible. The "help" goal simply quits when interrupted, on the assumption that

the user has learned whatever she wanted to know, so no further help is required.

The assumption is that the interruption occurred because the user started some

higher priority goal after learning how to do so through the help command.

Not all actions of a goal are of equal importance. A goal can lower its own

priority (but not raise it) if it wishes to say something of lower importance.

Goals may have subgoals. Subgoals can be executed for side-effect or to return

a value. (The route finding goal returns the route found as a value.) A goal with a



subgoal is not eligible to run until the subgoal completes. A goal that is a subgoal

has a slot pointing to its parent goal. When a goal finishes, if it is successful,

it adds a slot to itself to hold its returned value. This slot is empty if no value

is returned, or if the goal failed. It then informs the parent goal of the outcome

(success or failure). If a subgoal succeeds, the parent goal is again eligible to run.

It can get the value returned by the subgoal by looking at that goal's result slot.

If the subgoal fails, the parent goal may try again or may give up.

5.3 Kinds of Goals

Goals can be temporary or persistent. Temporary goals can be satisfied, but

persistent goals never can be. Temporary goals are about attaining a condition

which does not currently hold, and persistent goals are about maintaining a condi-

tion which is true now, should stay true, but might become false without at least

occasional action by the system.

The user creates a goal by striking a button on the cellular phone keypad. (In a

more advanced system this might be done through speech recognition.) Examples

of user initiated goals are:

* to get to some location

" to find the closest provider of a service

" to hear a weather report

" to hear the last statement repeated

In order to get to a location, the system must first know what the location is

and how to get there. For each of these it creates a subgoal. The subgoal to get

the address of the desired location asks the user to enter it with the cellular phone



keypad, in the same manner used in Direction Assistance (see page 102). The

subgoal for finding a route invokes the route finder, as discussed in Chapters B

and 6. Once the system has a route, it creates two subgoals, one to have the user

follow the route, and one to keep the user confident of her progress along the route.

These goals are described in chapter 4. There is just one goal for following the

route, rather than a separate subgoal for each intersection along the route. There

is no large theoretical reason for this, but it does make it easier to give information

about the route as a whole (e.g. "How much longer is it?")

5.3.1 Finding Services

Drivers sometimes know what they want, but not where to go to get it. What

they need is a geographically coded directory of services, like the Yellow Pages.

Drivers may want to browse the directory and select a service themselves. If they

are interested in a commodity where the vendor is unimportant, it may be more

convenient to let the system select the destination. When running low on gas late

at night in an unfamiliar area of town, you want to find the closest gas station

that is open. You do not care which station you go to, you just want the closest.

The Back Seat Driver can find the closest provider of a service. The directory

of services, an electronic "Yellow Pages" has entries for services indexed under

topics. The directory holds only three kinds of services: gas stations, automated

teller machines, and ice cream stores. The entry for each service includes the name,

the address, the hours of business, and a phone number. Upon the request3 , the

3The present interface will not extend gracefully to a much larger number of services, because
it asks the user to select the kind of service by choosing from a list, in the same way that that
the user might select a city when choosing among alternative destinations. The Boston Yellow
Pages has more than 3600 categories, so choosing in this way would take about an hour on the
average. On the other hand, it is unlikely that a "spelling" interface would be successful, since
there are many alternative wordings for each category. Selecting from a list this large is better
done with a textual interface which allows rapid scanning.



system finds the geographically closest 4 provider known to be open, and offers to

find a route to it.

5.3.2 Other user goals

The system obtains weather information from an online weather station. The

station returns a structured list of the current weather conditions, and the Back

Seat Driver assembles a set of sentences to speak the information.

The system treats "repeat the last statement" as a goal, rather than as a special

purpose function, except that the importance of this goal is set to the value of the

the last goal to speak (the goal whose utterance is being repeated). This guarantees

that if some more important goal desires to speak, it will be able to. A repetition

of an utterance is no more important than it was originally.

Repetitions should not necessarily be literal. If the situation has changed, a

repetition of what was once true may now be a lie. For example, the car may have

moved, and the turn that was once the "second right" might now be the next right.

The goal function for repetition determines the last goal to speak by asking the

speech resource. This goal is then asked to generate an utterance equivalent to its

previous utterance, providing for the opportunity for the goal to choose different

words (or a wholly different message) if need be.

5.3.3 System goals

All system initiated goals are persistent. The system goals are:

o to inform the user of new electronic mail

4 It would be better to find the one that is most easily reached, but it is too expensive at
present to compute.



e to deliver messages from the base station

* to warn the driver of dangers ahead.

These goals can never be satisfied: mail or messages can arrive at any time,

the user's safety should always be preserved.

The first two goals are easily implemented. The Back Seat Driver can check for

new mail by consulting the computer that stores electronic mail. This computer is

accessible via a local network. At present, the Back Seat Driver can only say that

new mail exists. It would be possible, and desirable, to read the mail aloud, and

to integrate voice mail and text mail, as in the Phone Slave[75, 77]. The Back Seat

Driver can also deliver messages entered at the base station. Communication from

the laboratory to the car has mostly been useful for debugging (and the occasional

joke).

The Back Seat Driver can warn the driver about those dangers which can be

inferred from knowledge of the road network. These dangers include:

e driving above the speed limit

* driving the wrong way on a one-way street

* driving too fast for an upcoming curve

* driving on a one-way street that becomes two-way ahead

* merging traffic

* "blind" driveways ahead

* speed traps

* poorly repaired roads

e dangerous intersections



These dangers are not of equal severity. Some are potentially fatal, others mere

annoyances. The first five have been implemented. The others can be added if the

required features were added to the database. A difference between the Back Seat

Driver and other systems which have provided safety warnings is the the Back Seat

Driver attempts to determine hazards by reasoning about road conditions rather

than requiring them to be built in. Warnings are remembered, and not repeated.

Speed limits and one-way streets are included in the map data base. If the

driver is driving more than five miles per hour above the speed limit, the system

issues a warning. This feature was actually requested by some users. Warnings

about driving too fast were not nearly so popular. The maximum safe speed is

computed by finding the safe turning speed (see page 77) for each possible segment

at the next intersection. To avoid false alarms, the maximum value is taken. This

speed is too great if the driver intends to turn, but it is better to give false negatives

(i.e. be silent) than false positives.

The Back Seat Driver warns drivers about potential dangers in traffic flow.

There are intersections in the Boston area where traffic flows from a one-way

street straight onto a two-way street. The danger here is that a driver could take

the oncoming left lane to be a second lane for forward travel. A second "flow"

problem is where the number of lanes is reduced ahead. The driver may need to

change lanes, or watch for other cars merging in at the last minute. Both these

dangers are marked with warning signs on the street, so it appears reasonable for

the Back Seat Driver to also give warning.

Giving warnings is itself something of a danger. One person who tested Back

Seat Driver remarked that the system did such a good job of telling her what to

do that she assumed it would watch over all details of the driving, and she did not

feel as responsible herself. It is not at all clear what to do about this possibility.



Chapter 6

Comparing Routes

Drivers want the Back Seat Driver to find the best route to their goal, or at

least a good one. This means that the Back Seat Driver needs a way of comparing

two routes, and selecting the better of them. This chapter describes how the Back

Seat Driver makes such comparisons. In addition, since different drivers have a

different sense of what makes a route "good", the Back Seat Driver has three

different comparison functions. The driver can define a good route as one that is

either short, or fast, or simple. (Planned, but not implemented, are the abilities to

find "scenic" routes, novel routes, and routes that pass near providers of services,

for example gas stations.) Readers who are not already familiar with the A* search

algorithm should consult chapter B before reading this one.

6.1 Comparing routes requires a metric

To find the best route requires a function which can compare two routes and

select the better of them, according to some fixed criteria provided by the user. For



technical reasons described in chapter B, the comparison function must not only

select the better of two routes, it must also provide a numeric rating of "goodness"

for each route. Such a function is called a metric.

The Back Seat Driver has three different metrics. The distance metric finds

the shortest route, the speed finds the fastest route, and the ease finds the easiest

route. Figure 6-1 shows the route each metric produces for a trip from 12 Albany

Street to 4 Glenville Terrace. Compare these routes with the route provided by a

human in figure 2-2.

Figure 6-1: Four routes from 12 Albany Street to 4 Glenville Terrace

The shortest path in figure 6-1 is 2.73 miles long. Neither the "fastest" nor

"easiest" paths found are optimal by their respective metrics, because the A* bias

parameter (see page 147) is greater than 1. This makes the route finder less willing

to go out of the way in searching for a route. The actual "fastest" path is shown

as a thick line. This is also the "easiest" path. When finding the shortest path,



the A* bias parameter (D, see page 147) is 1. This makes search slower, but if the

driver is really interested in the shortest path, the extra time to search is justified.

The distance metric is just the sum of the lengths of the component segments.

The other two metrics are more complicated than the distance metric, because

they must consider intersections as well as segments. In general there is a cost to

travel along a segment and a cost to get from one segment to another. All costs

are expressed as an "equivalent distance" which is the extra distance one would

travel to avoid the cost.

The metric for speed estimates the cost for traveling along a segment by mul-

tiplying its length by a constant which depends upon the quality of the street.

In principle, one could calculate expected time by dividing length by the average

speed on the segment were this quantity available in the data base. The constants

used are:

Quality factor

super 1

good 1.2

average 1.5

bad 2.0

All multiplicative constants must be greater than or equal to one, to ensure that

the cost of a route is never less than the straight line distance between two points.

This condition is essential to the correct operation of the A* search algorithm,

since the estimation function (g*) must always return an under-estimate.

The time to cross an intersection is modeled by a mileage penalty which depends

upon the nature of the intersection.



Factor cost reason

turn 1/8 mile Must slow down to turn

left turn 1/8 mile May have to wait for turn across traffic flow

traffic light 1/8 mile Might be red

If the segment is one-way, the penalties are cut in half, since there will be no

opposing traffic flow. The turning penalties are computed based only on the angle

between two segments, not on segment type or quality. The angle used is the

smallest possible angle for the two segments, given the uncertainty of positions

inherent in the DIME file. This nullifies the DIME "wobble" described on page 46.

The metric for simplicity seeks to minimize the driver's effort in following the

route. Again, driver's effort is the sum of the effort to travel along a segment and

the effort to get from one segment to another. Travel along a segment depends

upon its quality. A limited access highway is the easiest to travel along, since all

traffic is going the same way and there are no intersections. Low quality segments

are the worst to travel along - the driver must be wary of potholes, and their

narrowness requires careful attention. Turns of every sort are penalized equally,

since they all require decisions. The intention of this metric is to find routes which

require the least amount of speaking by the Back Seat Driver, leaving the driver

free to concentrate on other matters. A more advanced Back Seat Driver should

perhaps select this mode automatically if the driver is listening to music or having

a conversation.

6.2 Estimating the time required to find a route

The Back Seat Driver must be able to find routes while the vehicle is moving,

yet the route finding algorithm requires a fixed origin. When the car is moving,

the Back Seat Driver first estimates the distance the car will travel during the



route finding process by multiplying the current velocity by the estimated time to

find the route. Then it finds the position the driver will reach after traveling this

distance, assuming that the driver will not make any turns without being told to

do so. It then finds a route from this extrapolated position to the goal. Finally, it

finds a route from the cars actual position to the estimated starting position. This

second route is so short that the car is unlikely to move far during the time it is

computed.

The route finder estimates the time to find the route between two points by

multiplying the distance between them by a constant. This constant was initially

determined by running the route finder for 20 randomly selected pairs of origins

and destinations. As the Back Seat Driver runs, it accumulates additional values

for the constant.



Part III

Conclusions



Chapter 7

Related Work

This chapter first surveys related work on computer programs which provide

navigation assistance to drivers, then develops a taxonomy of such systems. A

related survey can be found in [56].

7.1 Early Work

Early application of computers to navigation was intended to reduce traffic con-

gestion by providing route information to drivers. The designers of the Electronic

Route Guidance System (ERGS) intended to make traffic flow more efficient by

balancing load. They believed that reducing driver uncertainty at decision points

would make traffic flow faster and more safely. In the ERGS design, a driver

beginning a route finds the intersection closest to the destination, then enters a

five letter code word for the intersection. When the vehicle passes over an induc-

tion loop sensor in the road it transmits the destination to a central computer.

The computer determines the best route, and relays instructions to the car. This



interchange of information occurs at every instrumented intersection. Driving di-

rections combine simple text from a nine word vocabulary and directional arrows,

and are displayed by a "heads-up" display. The ERGS system was designed but

never implemented[70]. A similar system was designed and tested in Germany in

the late seventies[14].

7.2 Elliot and Lesk

The pioneering work on computer navigation assistance is by Elliot and Lesk[21,

22]. They showed that general purpose graph search algorithms' are not suited to

the problem of finding useful routes for people traveling in the real world. There

are two reasons why this is so. First, general purpose graph search algorithms are

complicated because they must work with any kind of abstract graph, but street

maps are among the simpler forms of abstract graphs. The extra complexity in an

algorithm for arbitrary general graphs makes it slower than one which is specialized

for searching simpler graphs.

A second problem with general search algorithms is that the shortest route

may not be the best route. It might be a maze of shortcuts. Elliot and Lesk say

that people who saw such routes "recoiled in horror", and so they modified their

algorithm to prefer a route which was slightly longer but had fewer turns. The

usual algorithms for graph search consider only the cost of traveling along an arc

'Abstract graphs are the mathematical basis behind all computer route finding. An abstract
graph is a set of nodes (points) and arcs (lines joining two nodes). To represent a street map
as a graph, think of intersections as nodes, and streets as arcs. If two intersections are directly
connected there will be an arc between the corresponding nodes. A route between two nodes is
a chain of arcs, each leading from one node to the next, such that the origin node is the first
node, and the destination is the last node. Each arc may have an associated cost (greater than
zero) which represents the effort required to travel the associated street. Usually this would be
the length of the street, but it might also represent the toll collected on a turnpike. If the cost is
the distance, then the shortest route is the route the sum of whose arcs is least. Finding a route,
or the shortest route, through a street map is a special case - and perhaps the best example - of
the problem of searching an abstract graph.



(a street), and take the cost of going from arc to arc to be zero - that is, having

arrived at a node, all arcs are equally accessible. But this is not true of street

driving. It takes more time to make a left hand turn across oncoming traffic than

it does to go straight, and it takes extra effort to locate the place to turn. Elliot

and Lesk added a system of weights, which are extra costs associated with turns.

To their algorithm, the cost of a route was the sum of the distance along the streets

and the difficulty of making the turns. They set the weight of a left turn to be 1/4

mile and a right turn to be 1/8 mile. This caused the algorithm to prefer slightly

longer routes with fewer turns to short, twisty routes. Every known route finder

trades distance for simplicity.

Elliot and Lesk also were the first to implement a program to generate natural

language driving instructions for the route. This is not a straightforward trans-

lation. To understand why, you must understand that the map represents each

street as a set of segments, where a segment is a piece of a street chosen to be

short enough that it is a straight line and no intersection with any other segment

occurs except at a segment endpoint. The route as represented by the route-finding

algorithm is a sequence of street segments, not of streets. A street segment does

not match any common sense notion of a road. Route descriptions must be ex-

pressed in terms of motion along streets (across many segments) and turns, not as

a list of segments.

In their instructions, a route consists of a beginning, a sequence of turns and

crossings (of rivers or railroads), and an ending. For each of these, there is a

template to generate a sentence. A template is a sequence of words and slots,

representing fixed and variable components of a sentence for a given type of act.

The words are copied directly to the output, and the slots are filled in according

to the particulars of an act. An example template is

Go <distance> [<intersections>] turn <direction> on <street>.
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Here "Go", "turn", and "on" are the fixed words, and everything else is a slot.

The slot <intersections> is optional. This template might produce:

Go 0.3 miles (2 intersections) turn left on TROY HILLS RD.

A third contribution of Elliot and Lesk was to integrate the digital map with

other location oriented databases, including a Yellow Pages and a personal address

book. This allowed the program to find routes to addresses given a person's name,

to find the closest store of a specified category, and to mention stores along the

route as possible landmarks.

7.3 Direction Assistance

Direction Assistance[19] provides spoken directions between locations in the

Boston area. It uses a Dectalk speech synthesizer. This synthesizer includes a

telephone interface, so it can answer a phone call and decode touch tone button

presses. To use Direction Assistance, you call it from a touch tone phone. It

answers the call, and prompts you to enter your origin and destination locations

as street addresses. It finds a route, then describes the route to you. Direction

Assistance was directly inspired by Elliot and Lesk, and extends their work in three

ways.

The most significant difference is that Direction Assistance speaks its directions,

where Elliot and Lesk drew maps and provided written text. Using speech makes

the program much more accessible, since only a touch tone phone is required,

rather than a computer terminal. The disadvantage is that users must remember

the instructions or write them down.
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7.3.1 Entering addresses

The method of address entry is of some interest. You enter an address by first

entering the digits, then a number sign, then spelling the street name using the

letters on the telephone keypad. The letters "Q" and "Z" are on the "6" and "9"

keys, respectively, and the space character is on "1", which is otherwise unused.

These keys are sufficient to spell any street name in Boston. (The spelling rules

would require expansion to enter street names with other characters in them, for

example "4th Street".)

Spelling a street name requires only one button push for each letter, even

though there are three letters on each key. This is because of the redundancy in

street names, which are pronounceable words, not arbitrary strings. There are

37 pairs of street names with the same "spelling" in the reduced "alphabet". An

example is "Flint" and "Eliot", both encoded as "35468". This is only one percent

of the (2628) names of streets in Boston, so collisions are rare. This technique

appears workable even for larger sets of names. When the entire word list of the

Brown corpus are encoded, there are still only 1095 collisions in the 19837 words

(5.5%).

If a name collision occurs, the interface reads the

the driver which one was meant. This is very rare.

that street names are duplicated. For example, there

"10 Washington":

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

Washington

Washington

list of possibilities, and asks

A more common problem is

are 14 possible meanings for

Avenue, East Boston
Avenue, Union Square, Somerville
Avenue, Chelsea

Court, Central Square, Cambridge
Place, South Boston

Square, Charlestown
Street, Charlestown

Street, Central Square
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10 Washington Street, North End, Boston

10 Washington Street, Union Square, Somerville

10 Washington Street, Brighton

10 Washington Street, Brookline

10 Washington Terrace, Union Square, Somerville
10 Washington Terrace, Charlestown

(This is the worst case example. There are only half as many possibilities

for "100 Washington".) When this happens, the system asks the user a series of

questions to reduce the list to a single choice. The system tries to ask the fewest

questions possible. It asks the user to choose from a list of street types, if that is

sufficient to resolve the question, and otherwise from a list of the containing cities

(or neighborhoods, if there are two instances within a single city). To select from

a list, the system reads the contents, asking the user to push a button when the

desired choice is read. The interface is described more fully in [18].

A problem not addressed by Direction Assistance is that some "addresses" do

not refer to streets at all, but rather are the names of buildings or developments,

e.g. "11 Cambridge Center" or "One Kendall Square". Direction Assistance can

only understand addresses expressed in terms of named streets.

7.3.2 Generating text

A second significant difference between Direction Assistance and the work of

Elliot and Lesk is that Direction Assistance generates better quality descriptions

of the route. The improvement arises because the text generation process first

analyzes the route into a sequence of "acts", and then generates descriptions from

these acts, instead of working directly from the route. An act represents something

that the driver does. There are eleven different acts, each representing a different

way of moving. The type of act depends upon topology (how many streets are

present at an intersection, and which way traffic can flow), geometry (what angles
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the streets make) and what kind of streets are involved. Thus we say "bear right

at the fork" rather than "turn right", but we don't say that in taking an exit from

a highway we are "bearing right". An act may involve more than one segment, as

for instance a "U Turn" on Memorial Drive (shown in figure 7-1) takes one from

Memorial Drive, to Danforth, and back onto Memorial Drive, yet should not be

described as two successive turns. For each act there is a specialized text generator

Figure 7-1: A U turn

to describe it. There is also a function to find an appropriate cue or landmark (e.g.

a street crossed or an underpass) just before the location of the act.

7.3.3 Route Finding differences

The Direction Assistance route finder uses a different algorithm than Elliot and

Lesk, and has a different set of weights. The algorithm is the A* search[35]. The

weighting scheme ranks roads by a four-valued "goodness" feature and penalizes

routes that use less good roads by multiplying the mileage by a constant factor. It

also reduces or waives the penalty for turning under a set of circumstance having

to do with predicted ease of following; for example, a turn onto a one way street

incurs a lesser penalty, since it is unlikely that the driver would turn the wrong
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way. It reduces the penalty for "T" turns since the driver can not possibly miss

the place to turn. In practice, these weight changes have very little effect.

7.4 Text-Based Directions

7.4.1 Counter Top Directions

The Hertz car rental company offers "Computerized Driving Directions" at

some of its rental counters. The directions include approximate mileage and es-

timated travel time, but are highly schematic, even cryptic. An example appears

in figure 7-2. Despite appearances, these instructions are not computer generated.

APPROXIMATELY

2.0 MI NORTH
14.0 MI WEST

16.8
TO

TO

0.4 MI
0.4 MI

MILES 0 :35 TIME
1-78 WEST enter LEFT
NEW PRO/BERKELEY EXT bear RIGHT
DIAMOND HILL RD continue
MOUNTAIN AVE turn RIGHT
AT&T/BELL LABS on your right

Figure 7-2: example of driving instructions provided by Hertz

The Hertz system is more akin to a database retrieval system than a route finder. A

California firm, Navigation Technology, sells a product called "DriverGuide" which

is reported to be able to print driving directions between any two points[71, 4] in

the San Francisco area.

7.4.2 Ma

Peeder Ma describes a system which gives textual directions in [51]. His work

is similar to both Elliot and Lesk's and to Direction Assistance, but was appar-

ently created independently of both. Ma uses A* search with a penalty factor to
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minimize the number of turns. Unlike Elliot and Lesk, he uses the same penalty

for both left and right turns. His street map representation does not include one-

way streets or restrictions on turning ("no left turn") so it does not always find

usable routes. His route descriptions use a taxonomy about as elaborate as that

of Direction Assistance, but the text generated is more stylized.

7.5 Automotive Navigation Systems

Several groups have built position or navigation systems for use in automobiles.

For the most part, these systems have not been well described in the literature,

probably from a desire to preserve commercial secrecy.

The most well known in the United States is the ETAK Navigator, which

displays the car's position on a map display on the dashboard[36, 89]. The map

rotates as the car turns so that the forward direction is always straight up on

the map. The ETAK Navigator can show the map at four different scales. At

greater scales, the display shows only large streets in a straightened form. This is

important to keep the map legible at large scales. The system provides a limited

amount of navigation assistance. The driver may enter a destination (as a street

address or intersection), and the system will display the direction and distance

to the point. It remains the driver's task to select an appropriate route to the

destination.

The Routerechner provided directions in and between German cities [30]. The

route finder could receive real time traffic information by digital radio while on

route. This system's map included only the Autobahn, and not the cities (this was

before CDROMs were widely available), yet it was also provided a limited naviga-

tion service within cities. The user entered the destination as a pair of coordinates,

and the system displayed the direction and distance to the destination. As with
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ETAK, it was the user's responsibility to select an appropriate road. Haeusser-

mann reports that users were always successful at finding their destinations and

were pleased with the system.

The Honda Electro Gyro Cator[83] provided displayed position of the car by

plotting a point on a screen. The driver could determine position by placing a

transparent map over the screen. This system did not provide route directions.

The Nissan-Hitachi car navigation[38] and information system displays position

on a map, finds the shortest route to a destination taking into account real time

traffic information, and gives directions by arrows on the face of a display. The

system also includes a "secretary mode" which displays the driver's appointments.

The system uses a CDROM for map data, and combines satellite positioning with

dead reckoning.

The EVA[65, 58](Automatic Navigation System) developed in Germany by

Blaupunkt, the University of Karlsruhe, and the federal government, accepts des-

tinations as street addresses, finds minimum time routes, and gives directions by a

combination of simple (arrow) graphics and voice. The system can recover from a

driver error in following the route and find a new route within 50 meters of travel.

The Phillips corporation, in the Netherlands, is developing a prototype car

information and navigation system called CARIN[85, 8]. The driver enters a des-

tination using either a keyboard or a touch sensitive screen. The system displays

routes on a map and gives spoken driving instructions. The map is stored on

board in CDROM, and a radio link provides for updates on traffic conditions. The

system is potentially interesting, but very little has been published about it.

7.6 Classifying navigation systems

Navigation systems can be classified along three dimensions. There are three
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kinds of navigation service:

* positional systems tell you where you are.

* orienting systems show the direction of your destination.

* instructional systems tell you what to do.

A navigation system can provide one, two, or all of these services. Navigation

systems can be further distinguished by how they provide the information:

* verbal systems speak.

e text systems provide text.

* graphic systems provide pictures.

Finally, systems can be classified as either real time or static. The categories of

this classification are not independent. There can be no static positioning system,

since one can not predict the future position of the car.

The systems of Elliot and Lesk, Ma, and Hertz provide static, text instructions.

Direction Assistance gives static verbal instructions. There are several problems

with "static directional" navigation systems. First, they do nothing to help the

driver follow the route. The driver must determine for herself when to apply each

instruction. Instructions like "drive half a mile, then turn left onto Maple Street"

are no use if the driver is unable to measure mileage or can not determine the

name of the street. The urban street network contains many short connecting

roads (access ramps) which are nameless. Finally, even a named street might be

missing its sign. In addition, the driver must keep track of which instruction is

next. A second problem is that since the instructions must be specified in advance,

there is little to be done if the driver does not follow the instructions, which might

happen from error, or because the instructions are wrong, or simply ill-advised (as
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when confronting a traffic jam). The simulated navigation system constructed by

Streeter included instructions of the form "If you see this you've gone too far" but

none of the actually implemented system did this.

Most systems which provide positions also provide orientation. (The Honda

Gyro-cater provided position only, and the Routerechner provided orientation

only.) Positional or orientational systems can be useful for navigation provided

one can read a map and find one's own route. It is not clear whether the CARIN

system retains a map as a "vestigial" display, or because its makers do not appreci-

ate the superiority of speech, or because they see a need for positional information

other than route finding.
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Chapter 8

Future Developments

The Back Seat Driver works. It works well enough that one can imagine some-

thing very much like it being sold within a few years. There remain some areas

for further research. Some of these involve only the Back Seat Driver, while others

have to do with how a system like the Back Seat Driver would fit into the larger

context of urban planning and public policy. The Back Seat Driver of the future

will not simply be something installed in a car, rather it will be part of a network

of information and services that includes your home and office, other drivers, and

perhaps the local police agency.

This chapter discusses areas for further research. The topics are arranged

roughly in order of increasing scale, ranging from the connection between the Back

Seat Driver and other systems in the car to the connections with Federal law.

8.1 Integration with the car

The Back Seat Driver should be running on a computer embedded in the car, so

that it can get more and better information about the state of the car and driver.
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For instance, when the next instruction is a turn, the Back Seat Driver should

notice whether and when the driver turns on the turn signals. If the driver applies

them too soon, it is possible (but not certain) that the driver has'underestimated

the distance to the turn; if applied at the "right time" then the system can take

that action as confirmation that the instruction has been understood; if never

applied, then the driver has either misunderstood, or is driving hazardously'.

The Back Seat Driver should also be integrated into the car's audio system,

rather than having separate systems for voice and music. Furthermore, it should

pay attention to what the driver is listening to. If the driver is listening to the

radio, or playing a CD (or using a cellular telephone) the program should try to

speak less often, on the grounds that the driver has implicitly indicated a preference

for what to listen to. The program should suppress reminders and historical notes

altogether. When it must speak, it should borrow the audio channel rather than

trying to speak over it. The Back Seat Driver should also be aware of the driver's

use of other controls in the car. It should defer speech while the driver is adjusting

e.g. the heat or the mirrors, and suppress speech altogether if the car makes sudden

extreme changes in velocity. A driver trying to cope with an emergency situation

does not need another distraction.

Back Seat Driver should also learn about the performance of the car. A suitably

instrumented car could also measure the coefficient of friction by comparing the

applied braking force and the resulting deceleration. This would allow it to adjust

the time factors used in deciding when to speak.

8.2 Knowing the driver

While it may be so that "all men [meaning persons] are created equal", it is not
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the case that all persons should be treated alike. Car seats, mirrors, and suspen-

sions are adjustable now, and the Back Seat Driver should also be adjustable, or

better yet, it should adjust to you. The Back Seat Driver should know about the

knowledge and desires of its driver, and act differently because of this knowledge.

There are various ways it could act differently.

8.2.1 Improving the directions

If the Back Seat Driver knows what you know about the city, it can give you

better directions by using what you know. For example, to a driver who has

often traveled up Mt Auburn Street to Watertown Square, and who now wants

to get to Belmont Street, it can say "Remember that fork on Mt Auburn, just

after the Star Market, where you bear left to get to Watertown Square? Well,

Belmont street is the road that is the right branch of that fork." A user who knows

about a city no longer needs instructions, she needs information about structure.

The object description system TAILOR describes mechanical devices with two

different strategies. Novice users hear a process description which emphasizes

causal connections, and experts hear structural descriptions. Experts do not need

the causal information, they can derive it for themselves[63]. The analogy to route

descriptions is that process information is instructions.

Knowledge of the user's knowledge is crucial if the Back Seat Driver is to give

orienting information as described below. It would be horrible to have the car give

the same lecture about the history of Beacon Hill every time you drove over it.

8.2.2 Learning about the driver

The Back Seat Driver should acquire a model of the user by itself, without asking

or having to be told. For properties which change only very slowly (e.g. the user's
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login name on the mail computer) it is more acceptable to ask the user for a value.

Properties such as color-blindness, or visual or aural acuity do not change quickly.

Rapidly changing properties must be learned automatically.

The Back Seat Driver could learn the driver's reaction time by measuring the

time between its speech and the driver's operation of the controls. Renault has

developed a prototype car which attempts to tell whether the driver is falling asleep

by observing the correlation between small motions of the steering wheel and the

attentiveness of the driver [84]. This system does not use a generic model of users,

but rather learns the correlation for the driver during a registration period.

The the Back Seat Driver should learn the style of instruction giving appropri-

ate for the driver. At present, there is not much to learn other than the settings

for the parameters in the user model. In future work, the Back Seat Driver should

learn not only these parameters, but also acquire rules (e.g. the rules of classifi-

cation and obviousness) for the user. To learn the driver's preferences for route

description requires either observation of the driver herself giving instructions (ap-

plying the Golden Rule - "Give instructions unto others as you would have them

instruct you") or getting feedback from the driver about the instructions the system

provides. One opportunity for learning the driver's style is during the acquisition

of speech recognition templates (for user-dependent speech recognition). The new

user should play the role of a "back seat driver" and give instructions, while in a

car, for some route. The instructions must be given while driving either a real car

or a close simulation (such as an "Aspen" movie map) because the form of static

driving instructions is much different from real time instructions. Given some a

priori knowledge about the ways that a route can be described, it is not impos-

sible that the system could understand the instructions, and infer style from it.

A difficulty here is that if the driver knows the route well, many things will seem

obvious to her that would not be obvious to another person.
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The driver can provide feedback about the suitability of the Back Seat Driver's

instructions either explicitly or implicitly. One explicit indication of comprehension

is how often the driver hits the "what now?" button. The system might collect

long term statistics on the types of intersections where the user most often requests

help, and begin to offer instructions without being asked. Just as the user can ask

for more talking with the "what now" button, the Back Seat Driver should provide

a "shut up" button (or recognize spoken words to the same effect). The Back Seat

Driver could also learn the effectiveness of its directions simply by watching the

driver's performance - in particular, her errors. Perhaps it can learn which cues

are most effective.

The Back Seat Driver should understand the driver's plans and goals. This

is already partially true. When you enter a destination address, you also tell the

system that you have the goal of getting to that address. The Back Seat Driver

might guess at higher level plans from knowledge about your destination, and take

actions to assist you with those plans. To do this, it must know what kind of thing

is at your destination address. For instance, if the address you provide is that

of a store, the Back Seat Driver can guess that you are going there to purchase

something, or at least to do business there. It could can check the hours that the

store is open.

8.3 Confidence

People will only use the Back Seat Driver if they trust it. The best way to keep

a user's confidence is to never make a mistake. But the Back Seat Driver does

make mistakes, and it will make mistakes in the future. What can the system do

to regain the user's confidence after an error? It depends on the reason for the

error. The most likely causes for error in a future Back Seat Driver are navigation

errors and database errors.
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When differential GPS is available 24 hours a day, the Back Seat Driver can

expect position accuracy to better than two meters. But until that time, there

will be navigation errors. The Back Seat Driver will need to model the uncertainty

of a position. For instance, when two roads diverge at a narrow angle, it will

be unable to distinguish which was taken until some distance passes. It should

probably assume that the driver made the correct choice rather than taking the

risk of making a false accusation. If it reaches a place where the difference is

crucial, yet unknown, it is probably better for it to confess its uncertainty, and say

something like "I'm not quite sure where we are, but if you can take a right here,

do it, and if not, keep going, and I'll figure things out better in a minute." Or it

might ask the driver to pull over and stop (if the driver is at a place where that is

safe) to allow for a better position estimate by averaging a few successive estimates.

Navigation inaccuracy due to Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) (page 130)

is predictable. GDOP from LORAN is function of position alone. GDOP with

GPS depends on the positions of the satellites, but position is predictable. The

Back Seat Driver could even warn the driver that a planned trip is better deferred

because of poor conditions.

Errors in the database will also persist because the database will always be

somewhat out of date. The Back Seat Driver can regain at least a little confidence

by how it explains the mistake. Suppose that the Back Seat Driver is intending

the driver to turn onto "Apple" street, and says "Take a right at the next light".

Unbeknownst to it, a new traffic light has been installed at "Pear" Street, so the

driver turns there. The Back Seat Driver at present says "I meant for you to go

straight." This message is somewhat confusing, because the driver may think that

the program has not been consistent. ("First it said turn, so I did, and then it said

I should have gone straight.") A better message would be "I did not mean for you

to turn onto Pear. I thought that the next set of lights was at Apple Street."
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8.4 Speech interface issues

There are two issues concerning speech and the the Back Seat Driver. It would

be desirable to make its speech more easily understood, and speech input should

also be investigated.

8.4.1 Speech output

Synthetic speech is more difficult to understand that natural speech or dig-

itized speech. Some users complained about speech quality, and others did not

understand what they heard. The most common error was to misunderstand the

name of a street. This is to be expected, since there are plenty of redundant cues

to the meaning of a sentence, but none at all for a name. With practice, people

become more able to understand synthetic speech, but even those with a great

deal of experience (such as the author) still misunderstand words.

It might be possible to obtain more intelligible speech by using digitized speech

rather than synthetic speech. Digitized speech will require a great deal of storage

space. There are more than 2000 different street names in Boston. Allowing

another 500 words for the actual instructions, and assuming an average duration

of .5 seconds for each word, coding this vocabulary at 64 kilobits per second would

require 10 megabytes of speech storage. Given that a future Back Seat Driver

will use a CDROM for the map, there should be no great difficulty in storing

digitized speech on the disk as well. Coded speech would be more intelligible than

synthesized speech, and less costly, but not as flexible. It would be impossible to

read electronic mail using only stored vocabulary speech.
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8.4.2 Speech input

The Back Seat Driver would be much easier to use if you could simply talk to

it instead of using the cellular phone keypad. Back Seat Driver could use speech

recognition for entering addresses instead of spelling names with a keypad. Address

entry is a difficult task for speech recognition for the same reason it is hard for

a human to understand machine speech - there are few constraints on a name.

No speech recognizer available today can handle a 3000 word vocabulary with

acceptable error rates. The car would also have to stopped while the driver was

speaking, because noise in moving cars for frequencies below 400 Hz can exceed

80dB [62].

Back Seat Driver could also use speech recognition to replace the "what now?"

and "what next?" buttons. This is a more tolerant application for speech recog-

nition because there are fewer words to recognize. It may be possible to dispense

with word recognition altogether, and simply recognize paraverbals, as in [76]

8.5 Understanding the route

The Back Seat Driver should help drivers to understand the route it gives. This

would make the system more pleasant to use. Some drivers complained about being

told what to do without any overall presentation of the route. It would also make

it easier to follow routes because a driver who understands the route and the city

will use that knowledge to help interpret the commands Back Seat Driver gives.

For example, a driver following a route that crosses the Longfellow Bridge and

who knows that Main Street leads to the bridge knows about how long she'll be

traveling before her next instruction, and she'll be attentive to cues at the right

time, instead of having to constantly be on the lookout.
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The Back Seat Driver already provides a little information about the route.

While following a route, a driver can hit a button and hear the total length of

the route and the remaining distance. A second button provides the name of the

street the car is on (often hard for the driver to know) and the compass direction

(almost always a surprise in Boston). But this is just a beginning.

A route should fit into a larger model of the city. This means that the Back

Seat Driver itself must have a model of the city and should speak of the route in

terms that relate it to the city. There are several opportunities to do this. At the

beginning of the route, the driver might hear an overview of the route, naming the

major paths followed and neighborhoods crossed. During the route, locations could

be described not just as street address but in larger units of neighborhoods and

districts. The system might say not, "You're at 900 Mass Ave." but rather "We

are now half way between Central and Harvard Squares." Orienting information

can be included in instructions, or it might come between instructions, as a passing

comment.

Benjamin Kuipers presents a formalization model of people's ability to learn

to navigate[46, 47]. In his model there are three stages of spatial knowledge:

" Sensorimotor Procedures: knowledge expressed as conditional procedures:

"When you see this, do that"

" Topological Relations: containment, connection, and order

" Metrical Relations: distance, direction

A route expressed in sensorimotor form is a sequence of cues and things to

do. This is sufficient to follow a route, but does not support reasoning about the

route. You can not reverse the route, because each cue leads only to the next, in

the familiar order, and not the preceding. You may not even be able to give the

route to someone else, as each cue may be recalled only in the context of the one
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just previous. This accounts for the familiar "I can take you there, but I can't

tell you how." Topological knowledge tells you, for instance, that Massachusetts

Avenue enter Cambridge from Boston by crossing the the Charles River at the

Harvard Bridge, then passes MIT, Central Square, Harvard Square, and Porter

Square, and continues into Arlington. Topological knowledge tells you that if

you travel west from Somerville you are certain to eventually hit Massachusetts

Avenue. It is knowledge of topological structure that gives us the confidence to

explore, knowing that we will eventually cross a known feature, so we can always

find our way home. Topological knowledge is essential to feeling at home in the

city. Metrical knowledge is absolute knowledge of distance and direction. The

Back Seat Driver has near-perfect metrical knowledge of the city - it can specify

the distance and direction of any point from any other. Metrical knowledge is

essential for efficient route finding. People's mental maps of the city usually have

correct topology but distortions in metric structure.

Sensorimotor knowledge is the first to be acquired. The instructions the Back

Seat Driver gives are sensorimotor instructions - they have to be, since only sensori-

motor commands are directly executable. Drivers first learn routes as sequences of

sensorimotor instructions 2, and gradually acquire topological and metrical knowl-

edge. (Kuipers' program is a model of how this learning occurs.)

A better version of the Back Seat Driver should help people acquire topological

and perhaps metrical knowledge of the form of the city. People learn from expe-

rience, but they can also use other sources of knowledge. People learn metrical

relations partly by seeing maps, so it is possible that they can learn topological

relations by being told. This is the justification for including orienting information

2I do have a concern that people who depend completely on the system for decisions about
which way to turn may never acquire this knowledge, since they would not use their own judg-
ments. In my experience, I learn a route much faster when I'm the driver than when I'm a
passenger. Partly this must be because the task of driving forces me to pay more attention to
where I am, but also there must be an effect from trying to remember a previous route, or trying
to interpret instructions or a map. It would be a pity if the Back Seat Driver actually impaired
learning.
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in Back Seat Driver. It is also the only reason to show a map. Maps may not be a

good way to give directions, but they are an excellent way to show the topological

and metrical structure of the city.

8.6 Other directions

The Back Seat Driver helps you get from where you are to some other location.

There are some related services that the Back Seat Driver could easily provide.

* It should be able to give the location of a place without giving directions,

e.g. the description of Belmont Street in the example above.

* It should be able to give the directions all at once (as does Direction Assis-

tance), and

" It should be able to give directions between any two places.

You probably will not often want these services, but it is easy for the Back Seat

Driver to provide them. You might want them because you want to tell someone

else how to get to where you are. How frustrating it would be to know that your

car could give you the information, but will not.

8.7 Changes to the map

A problem for a practical Back Seat Driver is how to keep the map accurate,

since the street network is constantly changing. Over time, new streets are con-

structed, old streets are renamed or closed. These kinds of changes are predictable,

slow, and long-lasting. Other changes are unpredictable, quick, and transient. A
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road may be closed for repairs for the day, blocked by a fallen tree, or full of

snow. Such changes are usually short lived. Only disasters such as landslides or

earthquakes have effects that persist more than a day.

Suppose you are getting in your car for your daily commute. This morning, a

road you usually use is closed for repairs. Although you do not know this, the the

Back Seat Driver does. When you start the car, it can tell you about the closure,

and offer to find a different route for you. The most likely means of distributing

such changes is to broadcast them on a data subcarrier on FM radio[27]. Such

changes might be broadcast once per hour. Your car would be listening even when

parked, and could store the changes in local memory.

8.8 Integration with the city

Back Seat Driver should part of a larger system, linking the driver of the car to

her home and office, favorite service station, and other cars. When you drive into

the city your car should call ahead to parking lots near the destination, find one

with an empty space, and make a reservation for you 3 . Your car should keep track

of its own health and arrange maintenance appointments with your favorite service

station. When you are driving home, your car should call home to see whether any-

thing is needed, and if so, give you a route that passes by a store. Research in Japan

on the Advanced Mobile Traffic Information Communication System (AMTICS)

might lead to such integration. The committee is sponsored by a consortium of the

national police agency and manufacturers of automobiles, telecommunications, and

electronics equipment, and is developing standards for communications protocols,

database formats, and interfaces between human, telecommunication equipment,

3The designers of ERGS anticipated this as early as 1970.
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and computers. A European program, Prometheus (PROgraM for an European

Traffic with Highest Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety), has similar aims.

When cars have positioning systems, it will become useful to the public if these

cars can transmit their positions and routes on request. If enough cars report

their positions and speeds, then a central agency can estimate traffic flow. This

information will be useful to route planners in the cars. Furthermore, the agency

can attempt to improve the traffic flow by balancing load. This could save a lot

of money. Widely available positions and routes would also be useful in giving

directions. If the Back Seat Driver knew that the car just ahead of you was about

to make a turn it wanted you to make (by asking the navigation assistant on that

car) then it could give you directions by just saying "Follow that car".

8.9 Policy

Before manufacturing a Back Seat Driver, there are public policy issues that

much be addressed. There is a question of liability, and also some issues of policy

on privacy. I do not have any answers to these issues, but it is important that they

be raised.

8.9.1 Liability

Sometimes the Back Seat Driver gives orders that should not be obeyed. It

might make a mistake, and send the driver down a one-way street, or it might

just tell the driver to "keep going" when traffic is in the way. Drivers who be-

come accustomed to obeying the voice without thinking for themselves will have

accidents.
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The most likely source of error is the map database, which can easily be inac-

curate. Manufacturers of maps are subject to contract liability law and negligence

law. The latter is the greater threat because of the greater potential size of damage

awards. According to [26]:

The manufacturer/seller may be held responsible for any injury to the

buyer, or to any other user, or to any foreseeable bystander while the

device is being used. The injuries may include direct physical or eco-

nomic injuries as well as indirect, intangible injuries. In addition, there

is the possibility of punitive damages as a penalty for carelessness.

Furthermore "there is little that a seller can do to protect himself from frivolous

negligence suits". Once maps (or systems using them) are mass produced, they

become subject to product liability law, which has the same potential for damages,

and a lesser burden of proof:

The buyer/user only needs to prove that he was injured, and that

the defect caused his injury. The manufacturer of the product becomes

liable to the same extent as if direct negligence had been proved.... there

are very few defenses that are successful in strict liability cases.

Rogoff[69] proposes that the federal government issue electronic maps on the

grounds that the government can not be sued for liability.

8.9.2 Privacy

A second issue is the question of privacy. The Back Seat Driver knows if

you drive too fast or fail to stop at a stop sign. What should it do? Should

it automatically slow the car down, sound an alarm, or just record the violation
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silently, and later tell the insurance agency - or the police? Will automotive

companies seek to record engine statistics to verify that the driver treated the car

gently during the "break in" period?

The Back Seat Driver might remember every place it has ever been and the

time it was there - there are good reasons for it to do so - but this record might

be something the driver would not want anyone else to know about. Sometimes

drivers convicted of drunken driving are allowed to keep their licenses, but only

for driving to and from work. It is easy to imagine a demand for using a position

tracking system to verify compliance with this restriction, since some jurisdictions

already use personal locators for similar purposes. Regulations are needed to

ensure that the trip history in your car is your private data, not to be inspected

without a search warrant, and to require that all vehicles be able to take trips "off

the record". These issues become even worse if cars broadcast their positions or

routes, as proposed above. I am not at all sure how to resolve the conflict between

privacy and utility. I leave it as a problem for the reader.
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Chapter 9

Summary

The Back Seat Driver is a working prototype of a intelligent automotive navigation

assistant. The important differences between the Back Seat Driver and other such

programs are that the Back Seat Driver

" finds routes for the driver, instead of simply displaying position on a map,

" tells the driver how to folloiv the route, step by step, instead of just showing

her the route, and

" speaks its instructions, instead of displaying them.

Each of these design goals has required new features in the Back Seat Driver

or its street map database:

Finding legal routes requires that the street map database include legal con-

nectivity in addition to physical connectivity. Finding routes that are fast requires

knowledge of expected travel rate, which includes quality of the street and the

presence of traffic control devices such as traffic lights and stop signs.

Giving instructions for route following requires breaking the route down into a

sequence of driving acts: it requires a taxonomy of these acts, and knowing when
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an act is obvious to the driver and when it needs to be mentioned. This further

requires knowledge about the individual driver, for what is obvious to one may not

be so to another.

Speaking instructions requires generating English language descriptions of ac-

tions. These instructions tell the driver what to do and when to do it. Instructions

must expressed in terms familiar to drivers - in particular, they must use timing

and landmarks, rather than distance, to tell drivers where to act. This in turn

requires that landmarks be present in the map database. The use of natural lan-

guage, in contrast to displays, affords the ability to refer to past, present, and

future places and events - thus the Back Seat Driver may refer to past mistakes,

current actions, and future landmarks with equal ease. It would be more difficult

to convey this information by graphical means, moreover it would require that the

driver look away from the road to gain navigation information.

Speech, especially synthetic speech, as an output media imposes constraints on

the interface. First, the transient nature of speech requires that the program be

prepared to repeat its utterances on demand, which means the ability to construct

a new utterance with the same intent, not necessarily the same words, as a previous

message. Synthetic speech being sometimes hard to understand, the program must

choose its words to provide redundancy in its utterances.

Although the Back Seat Driver is working now, much work remains before

we can expect to see a system like it used by ordinary people, whether they are

tourists, commuters, or taxi drivers. Automakers remember the public rejection of

earlier "talking cars", which spoke only of unlocked doors and empty fuel tanks.

Nobody wants a nag in the car, and therefore a Back Seat Driver must know about

the knowledge, desires, and goals of its driver, so that it will know when to speak,

and when to be silent. This knowledge will be difficult to acquire, but if it can

be done, our culture may come to have more favorable meaning for the phrase

"Back Seat Driver".
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Appendix A

Location Systems

A navigation assistant such as the Back Seat Driver has to know the position

of the vehicle. In this section I present a review of the available technology for de-

termining location. To motivate this, I begin with a discussion of the requirements

of the Back Seat Driver.

A.1 Accuracy requirements of the Back Seat

Driver

At the minimum, a direction giving system must determine its position to the

nearest block. If it is to tell the driver when to turn it must be able to distinguish

between the closest two adjacent turns. Hall estimates that a 50 meter accuracy

is sufficient because he takes the average length of a block to be 100 meters[32].

Pilsak demands 25 meter accuracy and 10 degrees of heading resolution to select

among narrowly diverging intersections[65].

Consideration of the Boston street map shows that it has many streets which
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are both short and a possible choice point. Figure A-1 shows the percentage of

segments which are shorter than a given length. Only segments with at least one

choice point are counted here. If the Back Seat Driver has only 25 meter accuracy

1.80
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Figure A-1: Fraction of segments shorter than X in meters

then it will not resolve more than one fourth of all streets. An accuracy of 10

meters is more desirable.

The Back Seat Driver's use of speech imposes more strict requirements on

position because of limitations on time. Unlike a display, speech is transient. An

action described too soon may be forgotten. The Back Seat Driver is intended to

speak at the latest time that still permits the driver to act. Allowing two seconds

for speech, a car at 30 mph covers 27 meters. This suggests a minimum accuracy

of 15 meters.

A.2 Classifying location systems

Following Cooke[15], location systems can be divided into two categories:

* Position finding systems determine position directly by detecting an ex-

ternal signal.
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9 Position keeping (or dead reckoning) systems estimate the current position

from knowledge of an earlier position and the change in position since that

position.

A.3 Position finding

All existing position finding systems use radio signals. The broadcast stations

may be located on street corners, seacoasts, or in orbit around the earth. Systems

differ in their range, accuracy, and cost. A survey of positioning systems organized

by operating frequency appears in [74]. That survey includes many specialized,

limited range systems. The list here includes only those systems which might

plausibly be used in for automobile navigation.

A.3.1 LORAN-C

LORAN (LOng RAnge Navigation) is a navigation aid originally intended for

ships, now extended to civil aviation and land navigation. It relies upon measuring

the difference in arrival time between signals transmitted simultaneously from three

separate known locations. If the receiver is equally far from two transmitters, the

signals will arrive at the same time. If the receiver is closer to one, that signal

will arrive first1 . A measurement of the inter-arrival time for a signal from two

positions fixes position to a hyperbolic line, called a line of position (LOP). The

line of position takes the shape of a hyperbola because the locus of points with a

constant difference in distance to two given points is a hyperbola. The estimated

position is the intersection of two lines of position.

'This is a simplification. LORAN transmitters do not really transmit simultaneously, the
receiver compensates for this.
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The accuracy of a LORAN position fix depends upon three categories of fac-

tors: geometry, radio propagation, and equipment. The significance of geometry is

known as Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) and is illustrated in figure A-2.

Figure A-2: Geometric Dilution of Precision

The placement of the LOP is subject to some error. If the maximum size of the

error is e, then the true LOP will be parallel to the measured LOP, and at most a

distance e from it. The two LOPs might meet at any angle, depending where the

receiver is. If the LOPs meet at right angles, errors in each are independent, but

otherwise the errors add. The maximum error, in the case where the error in each

LOP is e is the length of the base of the isosceles triangle whose sides are e. This

is 2cos(9/2), where 9 is the angle between the two lines of position. So when the

LOPs meet at right angles, this is Vf2.

Radio propagation affects LORAN by causing erroneous time differences, thus

spurious position errors. Factors affecting radio propagation include weather, sea-

son, time of day, and signal path. Radio propagates more slowly over land than

over water, and is reflected or delayed by topography and man-made features[1O].
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Equipment conditions at transmitter and receiver can also introduce false time

differences. Dutton estimates a cumulative error of 15 to 90 meters when within

200 miles of the transmitting station.

Accuracy can be improved by means of differential LORAN[10]. A differential

LORAN system requires setting up monitoring stations at fixed, known positions.

These stations compare the LORAN estimated position to the known position to

obtain instantaneous corrections to the radio signal. Mobile LORAN receivers can

use these corrections over radius of approximately 35 miles. Blizard estimates that

differential LORAN can provide repeatable accuracy to ± 20 meters. Cooke cites

an accuracy of 5 meters.

LORAN is used in at least two commercial vehicle location systems, the Vehi-

cle Tracking System sold by Ilmorrow, Inc, and the Automatic Vehicle Location

system of Motorola[73]. IImorrow claims an accuracy of 22 to 36 meters for their

system. Janc (the patent holder for the Motorola system) provides an account of

sources and the worst case magnitudes of errors for LORAN, and measures a 500

meter accuracy with 500 meters with a 95% confidence in [39]. El-Sawy reports

on a LORAN vehicle tracking system in [23]. He does not give accuracy figures,

but says "Some system operators have voiced concern over the inconsistency of the

vehicle tracking in some geographic areas". In rural areas without a complicated

signal path, McGillem obtained accuracies of 45 meters[55].

A problem that remains is that LORAN does not completely cover the con-

tinental United States. The system is being expanded on behalf of civil aviation

users and should be complete by 1990[78].

A.3.2 Polled pulse time ranging

In LORAN, vehicles determine position by comparing arrival time difference

of signals from three (or more) transmitters. An alternative is for three or more
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fixed receivers to compare the arrival time of a signal sent from the vehicle. In

1977 Hazeltine developed a system which does just this. A central site broadcasts

a prompt, and transponders on vehicles echo the prompt. The obvious drawback

is that there must be a way to distinguish each vehicle's response. The Hazeltine

system uses time multiplexing. The vehicles do not respond all at once, but rather

one at a time. Each vehicle has a time slot for its response which lasts long

enough that any previous response will have been received by the time the vehicle

transmits. In the Hazeltine system, time slots are two milliseconds long, so 30,000

vehicles can be tracked in each minute. The system was tested in Dallas[66] and

Philadelphia[11] and achieved accuracy of 300 feet within a 95% confidence.

A.3.3 GPS

The Global Positioning System (also called NAVSTAR) derives position by

measuring the travel time of (and thus distance to) radio signals from satellites

orbiting the earth. The system is incomplete at present, but will eventually consist

of 24 satellites. A GPS receiver can determine both position and velocity in three

dimensions, providing that four satellites are visible at the time. If elevation is

known (or independently measured) then only three satellites are required.

GPS provides two classes of service. The Precise Positioning Service (PPS)

offers accuracies to eight meters, but is only available to military users. The Stan-

dard Positioning Service available to the public provides only 200 meter accuracy.

One satellite can provide two levels of service by broadcasting position and time

information at two different levels of accuracy, using a different code for each. SPS

information is encoded with the Coarse Access (CA) code which has been made

public. PPS information is available only to those who can decode the P code.

GPS accuracy is influenced by the same factors that influence LORAN: geom-

etry, propagation, and receiver, and by others. The geometric effects are more
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complicated because GPS satellites move. The GDOP for a LORAN fix depends

only on one's position on the Earth, but the GDOP for GPS changes over time.

The problem of unpredictable propagation is also worse because the signals travel

through several different regions of the atmosphere. There is a well accepted model

for ionospheric propagation. The GPS signal includes parameters for this model,

enabling the receiver to compensate for the effects. The effects of the troposphere

are less well understood. GPS satellites transmit on two different frequencies, Li

(1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.6 MHz). The Li channel carries both CA and P

code, the L2 carries P only. PPS receivers can compensate for the effect of the

troposphere by comparing the effect on Li and L2, since this effect depends upon

radio frequency. GPS accuracy also requires that the satellite orbits be predictable

and stable. Under normal conditions, this is so, but intense magnetic "storms" can

raise the outer atmosphere sufficiently that satellites feel a noticeable drag. The

geomagnetic storm of 13 March 1989 caused so much drag that GPS tracking was

unavailable [34].

As with LORAN, differential GPS is possible[40, 9]. It should be possible

for a GPS receiver at a fixed, surveyed location within the city to measure the

errors from propagation delay and broadcast correction factors, perhaps over single

sideband FM, to receivers in cars. Experiments with differential GPS have shown

accuracies of two to three meters using the C/A channel[45, 2, 3]. At least one

expert claims that sub-meter accuracy is possible[7]. Surveyors using so called

kinematic positioning can obtain even better accuracy but require tens of minutes

to do so. It is unclear whether this accuracy can be obtained in real time.

A.3.4 TRANSIT

The Navy Navigation Satellite System system, also called TRANSIT, is the

older of two satellite navigation systems. NAVSAT differs from GPS in that only
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a single satellite is required for a position measurement, instead of three or four

for GPS. This is possible because NAVSAT satellites travel in a much lower orbit

(approximately 600 miles) than GPS, and thus move faster, covering a larger dis-

tance during a fixed time. A single NAVSAT position measurement requires about

10 minutes. In this time, the satellite moves more than 2000 miles thus providing

a large baseline for calculation. Equipment at the receiving station measures the

Doppler shift in the received signal to obtain a measure of the satellite's velocity

relative to the ship. From this, and the knowledge of the position of the satel-

lite, the receiver's position may be measured. Under ideal conditions, a NAVSAT

position fix is good to within about 45 meters.

NAVSAT alone is not sufficient for car navigation because of the long time to

obtain a position measure and the long time between satellite orbits. Even under

ideal circumstance, one can obtain but one position measurement every 90 minutes,

but at times the period between useful satellite passes can be as high as 16 hours

([80]p 190). The vehicle's velocity must be carefully measured while obtaining a

position fix. An error of as little as one mile per hour can cause a position error

of up to 1/4 mile in the position obtained. NAVSAT might serve to supplement a

position keeping system. It is unlikely to do so, because it is being shut down in

1994.

A.3.5 Other satellite systems

The Soviet Union's satellite positioning system, GLONASS, is quite similar to

GPS[16]. Like GPS, it consists of a highly accurate, encrypted signal and a less

accurate clear signal. Details on the clear signal have been released and tests in

the West show accuracy similar to that of GPS[17].
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The STARFIX system[20, 61] operates in a manner similar to GPS, but uses

geosynchronous communication satellites rather than dedicated navigation satel-

lites. A ground station sends an "event" message to the satellites, which relay it

to STARFIX users and to reference stations. The reference stations broadcast a

local differential correction to users in their area. Tests have shown an accuracy

as good as 2.5 meters, degrading to 30 meters at maximum range from a reference

station (1000 miles). STARFIX appears to have suitable accuracy for direction

giving, but present receivers are much too large (ten cubic feet) and heavy (300

pounds) for cars.

GEOSTAR[67] is a proposed, but not yet operating, commercial system to

provide two dimensional position and two way digital communication to users in

the continental United States. Unlike GPS, GEOSTAR users are not passive. The

system determines location by broadcasting an interrogation to a user, which then

transmits a response to at least two satellites. The satellites relay the response to

centralized processing facilities on the ground, which determine the user's position

by measuring the elapsed time for the signals. A network of benchmark receiving

stations provide increased accuracy by differential techniques. Position accuracy

is said to be within seven meters. Note that the mobile station does not know

its position unless the central facility transmits it. Note also that since only two

satellites are used, the user must supply the altitude.

The European Space Agency is studying an independent satellite positioning

system, also called NAVSAT, which would provide 12 meter accuracy to its users.

A.3.6 Beacons

A less exotic alternative is to place radio (or infra-red) beacons or "signposts"

at intersections. These provide position, or rather, an indication of proximity. Such

a system was installed in Huntington Beach, California[29, 31]. In this installation,
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482 transmitters were installed on utility poles approximately every quarter mile.

Huntington Beach is ideal for such a system because it is laid out in a grid. The

system provides position to 300 feet with 90% confidence on the major streets, and

600 foot accuracy on the lesser streets. The disadvantage of such systems is that

they require a large investment in installing transmitters at each intersection.

Signposts can also be passive, and interrogated by the vehicle. Proposed sys-

tems include corner cube reflectors tracked by lasers[86], magnetic strips embedded

in the road[48], and transponders which respond only when interrogated[41].

A.3.7 The cellular phone system might serve as a location

system

I speculate that one might be able to use the network of cellular telephone

base stations for a positioning system. This is possible because cellular phone

sites already broadcast a status message on a regular basis. This is how cellular

phones determine which frequencies are available and which carriers (telephone

companies) are in operation. All that is required is that cellular phone sites be

synchronized to a common clock. The positions of cellular base stations are well

known (and can be known in the car), so it is a simple matter to measure distance

to the cellular phone stations. In effect, this would make cellular site transmitters

into earthbound GPS satellites. An alternative is to use polled pulse time ranging.

Here, the cellular site would compute the position of the car and retransmit it 2.

21 do not know how to estimate the theoretical position resolution. The carrier is around
800 MHz. I do not know what the envelope of the carrier looks like when turned on, or how
accurately the arrival time of the wavefront could be measured. If measured to the period of the
carrier, that is 1.25x10-9 seconds, or about 40 meters, which is good, but not good enough. But
could you measure phase and do better?
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A.3.8 Vision

The defense department is sponsoring research on an Autonomous Land Vehi-

cle. This vehicle will use machine vision to determine location. The research is far

from ready for application, but we can anticipate a day when navigation systems

will determine where they are by just looking out the window, in the same way

that humans do.

A.4 Position keeping

Position keeping, also known as dead reckoning, obtains position indirectly,

by keeping track of the displacement from an originally known position. One

can measure displacement directly, or they measure velocity or acceleration and

integrate over time to obtain displacement.

The forward motion of a car is measured by the odometer. On late model cars,

the odometer cable has been standardized. It revolves once every 1.56 meters.

This is a reliable measure of forward progress, as long as the wheels do not slip.

Measuring direction, though, is more difficult. Among the possibilities are:

* magnetic compass A magnetic compass has the advantages of small size

and ease of use[64], but is unreliable because of variation between magnetic

and true north and deviation due to the ferrous material of the car and

magnetic flux arising from electric currents within the car. For a discussion

of the difficulties of magnetism, see [87].

* steering wheel The steering wheel could be instrumented to measure the

amount of turning.
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* differential odometer When a car turns, the two rear wheels travel differ-

ent distances, and thus rotate at different rates. Measuring the difference in

rotation should provide an indication of amount of turning. By lucky coinci-

dence, this differential rate of rotation is just what is measured by anti-skid

brakes, so no additional instrumentation is required to obtain this measure.

There is no obvious reason why it should not be available on all new cars in

the near future.

e gyroscopic Gyroscopes measure angular acceleration. The familiar rota-

tional gyroscope and esoteric laser ring gyroscope are not suitable for auto-

motive use because they are too expensive. Lower cost alternatives are the

rate gyro and the gas jet gyro. The rate gyro measures angular acceleration

in a vibrating piezo-electric substance[43, 25]. The gas gyro measures turn

(or yaw) rate. In this design a jet of gas travels down the center of a sealed

tube. Anemometers are placed on either side of stream. When the car turns,

the stream is deflected and the velocity is measured. The velocity of the

gas at the anemometer is proportional to the turn rate. Such devices can

measure turn rates of up to 100 degrees per second, with a noise of about

one half degree/second.

A.4.1 Dead reckoning systems need correction

A position keeping system with no error could be calibrated when installed,

and then maintain its own position indefinitely. Unfortunately, errors arise in

measuring both distance and heading. Sources for error include difference in tire

pressure, composition and wear, slipping, cross steering from winds, change in

tire contact patch in turns, magnetic anomalies, and gyro noise. The NEC dead

reckoning system, for instance, accumulates about one meter of error for every ten
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Figure A-3: Dead reckoning errors increase with distance

meters traveled (Figure A-3). The error is even worse when traveling near railroads

because the NEC system uses a magnetic compass.

Some dead reckoning systems recalibrate themselves to eliminate systematic

errors. Such recalibration is possible when the vehicle is at a known position or

when stopped. For instance, if the ETAK navigator finds a consistent overestima-

tion of distance it compensates for tire wear and it adjusts its magnetic compass

while traveling on a road with known heading. The Honda Gyrocator adjusts its

yaw rate sensor when stopped. Recalibration can also be applied to position find-

ing systems. For instance, a car stopped at a known location could accumulate

differential GPS or LORAN corrections on its own behalf.

One way to correct dead reckoning errors is to use knowledge of the road net-

work as a constraint on position, in what is known as map matching. Map matching

requires that the position keeping system have a map of the locale where the ve-

hicle is being driven, and is based on the assumption that the vehicle is always

on a street present in the map. If the estimated position falls to one side of the

road, the estimate can be corrected. When the vehicle makes a turn, the system

assumes the vehicle is at the closest intersection, and thus the absolute position

can be estimated. Figure A-4 illustrates the effect of map matching.
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Figure A-4: Map matching corrects dead reckoning errors

Every dead reckoning system uses some form of map matching. Map matching

reduces the stringency of position keeping, but accuracy remains a concern, since

the system must maintain its position when the driver drives off the map, e.g into

a driveway or a parking lot.

A.5 Hybrid systems

Positioning systems must combine dead reckoning and position sensing, since

neither alone will work all the time. A position keeping system needs periodic

corrections, but an absolute positioning system that depends on radio recep-

tion will not work in tunnels or bridges. Such hybrid systems are discussed in

[59, 37, 43, 44, 38]. Karimi stresses that hybrid systems should not simply com-

bine all knowledge sources, but should reason about the expected reliability of each

one using knowledge of current road conditions, weather, location and so on. For

example, when entering a tunnel, the system should no longer trust satellite po-

sitioning data, and it should also allow sufficient time after emerging to reacquire
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position. Itoh and others [38] shows the effect of construction and topography

on GPS reception. Under good conditions (in open areas), they obtain positions

accurate to within 30 meters, but when driving in urban or mountainous areas

they find a GPS reception rate as low as 13% (contrasted with 75% when near the

ocean). Although this may improve when the full GPS constellation is operating,

it seems likely that hybrid systems will remain essential.

- - 25000
F 0 WIN

Figure A-5: Dead Reckoning corrects for loss of GPS signal
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Appendix B

Route Finding

Finding a route between two points in a street network is an example - perhaps

the best example - of searching a general graph'. The task is to find a sequence

of segments that lead from the origin to the destination. There are usually a great

many distinct ways of getting from one place in the city to another, some better

than others. Ideally, we want the best route, not just any route. Graph search

algorithms differ in the quality of the solution they find and the time they require.

For the Back Seat Driver we want an algorithm that finds a good route, though

not necessarily the best, and does so in a short time.

The Back Seat Driver uses an A* search algorithm[35]. The A* algorithm is a

form of best-first search, which itself is a form of breadth-first search. This chapter

begins with a discussion of breadth-first search, then shows how A* search is built

from it.

'See page 99 for more on graph search.
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B.1 Breadth-first search considers all possible

partial solutions in parallel

Breadth-first search is named so because of the view of search as exploring a

tree of all possible decisions. The root of the tree is the current state. Leading

from this route are one or more arcs, each corresponding to a possible action.

Each action brings about a new situation from which other actions are possible.

A solution is a set of actions leading from the initial state to the desired situation.

Search algorithms differ in the order in which they consider the possible actions.

In a breadth-first search, the tree is divided into levels, where the first level actions

are those leading from the root, the second level actions are those that come from

situations after first level actions, and so on. All actions at a given level are con-

sidered before any at the next higher level. In this way, the search systematically

covers the entire tree, skipping nothing.

In the case of route finding, the root state is the initial position, and arcs cor-

respond to street segments leading away from the initial position. It is important

to distinguish the search space, which is a tree, from the problem space, which is

a general graph. Even when two paths on the map lead to the same place, they

are distinct paths in the tree because they have different histories. After driving

all the way around a block, you are in the same place as before on the map, but

the search tree has become four levels deeper. The position is the same, but the

situation is different. Time and distance have both changed.

While the breadth-first search is operating it maintains a list of all possible

partial routes. (A partial route is a sequence of segments leading from the origin

to some intersection.) The search procedure is a loop. Each time around the loop,

the procedure considers each partial path- For each path, it considers each segment

leading away from the intersection at the end of the path. If there are no segments
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leading from an intersection, then that path is a dead end, and can be dropped

from the list of candidates. If the segment contains the destination, the search is

complete. Otherwise, if the segment is not already present on the path somewhere,

a new partial path is formed by appending the segment to the end of the path, and

this partial path is collected into a second list. (Actually, the segment may be on

the path twice, once for each direction of travel. The route finder does not make U

Turns in the middle of the street.) After each possible path has been considered,

if none have yet led to the goal, the list collected during the loop becomes the

new list of possible routes. In this way the search systematically examines every

possible path.

Figure B-1 shows an example of breadth-first search. At the beginning of the

search, there is just one possible route, leading from the origin to the end of the

current street segment. (This corresponds to driving to the end of the street, to

the first intersection, in the direction the car is already facing. The Back Seat

Driver never asks the driver to make a U Turn in the middle of a street, unless

the street is either a dead-end or the driver is somehow facing the wrong way

on a one-way street, because such moves are difficult and often illegal.) Here

is the first choice point. The route can continue left or right. Neither of these

segments is the destination, so there are now two possible routes to consider. In

the next step, one possible path generates three more possible paths, and other

just one (because the intersection is with a railroad, the only possible next path is

to continue straight). Now there are four candidate paths. As the search continues,

the number of possible paths grows quickly. Table B.1 shows how the number of

potential routes increases at each step. After 1 minute, there are 11,257 possible

paths under investigation, but only 1019 segments have been examined. Clearly

most of the paths are overlapping. Breadth-first search is wasting too much effort

by considering every possible path.
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Figure B-1: Breadth-first search example

B.2 Best-first search saves effort

The search procedure given above finds the path with the fewest segments. This

is not necessarily the best path. Suppose one takes "best" to mean shortest. It is

possible (even likely) that there is a path with more segments which is also shorter.

To sure of finding the best path, the search can not stop when the first path is

found, but must continue, expanding each path, until all paths are complete. Only

then can the best be found, by comparing each complete path. This is not at all

desirable, since there could be (and in fact will be) many paths. The difficulty

arises because the algorithm considers paths in order of their size, not their value.

The best-first algorithm solves this problem by keeping track of the (partial) cost

of each path, and examining the one with the smallest cost so far. This requires

a function that can compare two routes and produce a numeric rating. Such a

function is called a metric. To further reduce the cost of searching, before adding

a segment to a path, the best-first search checks to see whether it is a member of

any other path. If it is, it is not added, for presence on the other path means that
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Step Number of potential routes
1 1
2 2
3 4
4 8
5 19
7 33
7 59
8 117
9 220

10 397
11 697
12 1199
13 2085
14 3700
15 6469
16 11257

Table B.1: Breadth-first search considers many potential routes

that other path was a less expensive way of reaching the same segment. The other

path must have been cheaper, since it was discovered sooner.

B.3 A* search avoids falsely promising paths

Best-first search finds the best solution and requires less time than exhaustive

breadth-first search, but it can take a long time because it must consider partial

solutions with an initial low cost which prove expensive when complete. The A*

algorithm avoids wasting time on such falsely promising solutions by including an

estimate for the completed cost when selecting the next partial solution to work

on. The cost estimate function is f*(r) = g*(r) + h*(r), where r is a route, g*(r)

is the known cost of the partial route, and h*(r) is the estimate of the cost to

go from the endpoint of the route to the goal. The h* function must have the

property of being always be non-negative and never over-estimate the remaining
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cost. An h* meeting these two conditions is said to be admissible. It should be

obvious that if h* is chosen to be always zero, then A* search is just best-first

search. In applying A* to finding routes on a map, h* is just the cartesian distance

between the endpoint of the partial route and the destination point. It is certain

that no route will be shorter than the straight line, so this estimate is never an over

estimate. Table B.2 shows that A* search is more efficient than best-first. The

two algorithms were compared on thirty different routes. The routes are identical,

but A* took much less time, because it examined fewer potential paths.

segments touched time
best-first 355711 2435

A* 59803 455

Table B.2: A* search touches fewer segments, and is therefore faster

B.3.1 A suboptimal, but faster algorithm, is desirable

The A* algorithm finds the optimum route, but the Back Seat Driver might be

better served with an algorithm that finds a reasonable route in less time. This is

especially true when the vehicle is in motion. The longer the route finder takes,

the greater the distance that must be reserved for route finding. As this distance

becomes larger, it becomes harder to predict the future position of the car. We can

do this by choosing an h* which multiplies the estimated distance remaining by a

constant D. Setting D greater than one makes h* no longer admissible, since the

estimate might exceed the actual cost by a factor of D. The resulting routes are

no longer optimal, but are still pretty good. The effect is to make the algorithm

reluctant to consider routes which initially lead away from the goal. Table B.3

shows the cumulative path length and search time for thirty different routes with

four different values of D. As D increases, the path length increases, but the time
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decreases more rapidly. In this table Length ratio is the ratio of the path length

to the length of the optimum path, Time ratio is the ratio of search times, and

Payoff is the ratio of the change in length to the change in time.

Weight Length Time Length ratio Time ratio Payoff
1 109.37 455 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 116.81 61 1.07 0.13 7.97
4 122.65 50 1.12 0.11 10.20
8 126.67 45 1.16 0.10 11.71

Table B.3: Comparative search times and route lengths for 30 routes with different
values of distance weight factor

The route finder uses a value of 2 for D. This yields the greatest increase in

payoff. A possible improvement is to run the route finder twice, first with a high

value of D to find an initial route in order to begin the trip, and then with a low

D to search for a better route, using spare time while driving.
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Appendix C

Communication with the car

The Back Seat Driver is a prototype of an in-car navigation system, but it was

actually implemented on a large workstation computer1 . This computer is too

large to fit into the car, so instead I used cellular phones to carry data from the

car to the computer, and voice from the computer to the driver. This chapter

describes the actual experimental setup. It is of little theoretical iLerest, but may

be of practical value to others attempting to send data through cellular phone

links. in this area.

The workstation communicates with the driver and the onboard hardware

through cellular phones, as shown in figure C-1.

The position sensor estimates vehicle position, heading, and velocity, and sends

a data packet, once per second, through the modem to the workstation. The

workstation sends characters to the Dectalk speech synthesizer, which in turn

sends voice over a second phone to the driver.
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Figure C-1: Communications block diagram

C.O.2 Cellular phones are hostile for data transmission

Nearly everyone who has used a cellular phone knows how noisy they are.

Cross talk is common. On several occasions I have heard one and even two other

conversations at the same time. Noise bursts and signal loss make it hard to hear. A

sufficiently bad noise burst can even cause the cellular system to terminate the call.

The problems for data transmission are even worse[6]. By its very nature, cellular.

radio transmission is subject to multi-path interference, which causes periodic fades

as the antenna moves in and out of anti-nodes. In addition to this fading, there is

a complete loss of audio signal for as long as .9 seconds when the phone switches

from one cell site to another (hand off).

My attempt to use an ordinary (land-line) modem from the car2 was unsuc-

cessful. Even at 300 baud the connection was too noisy to use. Worse, connections

seldom lasted more than five minutes. In all cases, I set the "loss of carrier" reg-

ister (S10) to its maximum value, 20 seconds. Loss of carrier signal alone can not

explain why the connections dropped. The modems were capable of tolerating a

complete loss of audio for up to twenty seconds.

2I used a Worldlink 1200 from Touchbase systems in the car, with a Morrison and Dempsey
AB1 data adapter, and an NEC P9100 phone, boosted to 3 watts. At the base station I used
both a Practical Peripherals 2400 and a Hayes Smartmodem 1200.
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I had better results using an error correcting modem 3 made by the Spectrum

Cellular Corporation. This modem uses a proprietary protocol (SPCL[60]) for

error correction. The Spectrum product virtually eliminated noise, at the price

of a lower data transmission rate. According to the protocol, the transmitting

modem groups characters into packets that include error correction bytes. If only

a few errors occur, the receiving modem repairs the data and acknowledges receipt.

If there are many errors, the packet is retransmitted. If the sending modem has

to retransmit too often it makes the packets smaller, on the assumption that at a

smaller packet has a better chance of success. This is less efficient, since packets

have a fixed overhead, the percent of the channel used by data decreases. When

conditions improve the modem increases packet size again. In theory, the modem

can transmit at 120 characters per second, but I estimate an average value closer

to 30 characters per second. I made this estimate by recording the time required to

receive the three characters of an odometer sequence. This sequence is transmitted

once per second. Figure C-2 shows a histogram of durations for the three character

sequence. The mean for this histogram is 94 milliseconds, which is 31 milliseconds

2843
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Figure C-2: Histogram of durations of odometer sequence

per character, or 32 characters per second. Tests by Fontana[24] found better

results, between 75 to 80 characters per second.

3 The "Bridge"
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Even with the cellular modem, calls are sometimes dropped. Figure C-3 shows

the probability of a call being dropped plotted against time. The measure of

probability is obtained by comparing the number of calls dropped at or before

time t with the number of calls that lasted at least that long. The call durations

are usually long enough for a successful trip with the Back Seat Driver. Voice calls

are dropped at about the same rate as data calls.
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Figure C-3: Probability of cellular call termination increases with time

C.0.3 Retransmission introduces latency

The protocol used by the Spectrum modem acknowledges all data transmitted.

If the acknowledgment is not received, it retransmits the data until acknowledged.

Under adverse conditions, this can result in an arbitrarily long delay. This is a

problem when real-time data is transmitted. Observation of the Back Seat Driver

shows that sometimes the system will "freeze" for from one to ten seconds. During

this time, the car of course continues to move. If these freezes occur near decision

points, the driver may go past the intersection without being told what to do. At
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20 miles per hour a car travels nearly 45 meters in five seconds. Figure C-4 shows a

closeup histogram of the average arrival rate of odometer packets. The navigation

system in the car sends a packet once every second. Most packets arrive within a

second, but a few are delayed, some by up to ten seconds. (These delays may also

arise from delays at the workstation. Lisp Machines are not noted for real-time

response.)

12E

0 1 2 3 4

Figure C-4: Histogram of inter-arrival times of packets

It would be better to have a protocol which guarantees to deliver data intact and

free of errors, if it delivers it at all, but does not guarantee to deliver the data. Real

time data is only valuable in real time, and time spent retransmitting old data is

taken away from never, more valuable data. Such a protocol modification is feasible

for the Spectrum product (personal communication), and might be required for

future work.
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